FEATURE FILM FICTION

OF TIME AND THE SEA, Peter Sant
Malta/Australia, 01:34:33 Feature Film Fiction

AĦAR ŻMIEN (Of Time And The Sea) is a film about a stasis and slow
change. A crippled King whose kingdom has crumbled lives in a mould
infested bunker with his two daughters. They reside on an isolated island in
the wake of a bizarre malady of mysterious origin.
Following a series of encounters with an obnoxious neighbour, a Chinese
billionaire desperate to contract the disease and a sousaphone player in
search of his band mates, the malady threatens to return. The social order,
already precarious, crumbles as the virus takes hold once again.

Fid Marseille, July 10, 2018 World Premiere
Black Canvas FCC, Mexico City, Mexico
Transcinema Festival International de Cine, Lima, Perù
Cinemistica, November 19, 2018 Granada, Spain (Best Film in the
“Abolition of time” section).

web-site and trailer: https://hereonin.org/of-time-and-the-sea

“The project stems from a myriad of literary influences such as St Augustine’s
Confessions.The central character is directly influenced by books X and XI where St
Augustine reaches fever pitch, grappling with remembering and forgetfulness. It’s
these types of sensations that helped form the films structure. The script was written
so that the narrative unfolds and folds in on itself and this was pushed even further
during the edit as well as the sound design with sounds echoing back ‘n forth. For me
this helped to create a kind of timelessness”. (Peter Sant)

BIG BANG, Wilson Burbano
Ecuador, 01:24:00 Feature Film Fiction

The convict, Ni Pío, accused of having torn the tongue out of the President of
the Republic, constructs a spiral of time in his cell with the dust that he
scrapes off the wall, and in a symbolic way he travels back through his past
lives, where he was one of the Spanish conquerors who assassinated the Inca
Atahualpa, and one of the Roman centurions who crucified Christ, going all
the way back to Adam in present time when the Tree of Paradise is bombed.
A white butterfly acts as the communicant vessel integrating the dramatic
times and spaces through which history has passed. Meanwhile, the shadow
of a condor participates as an omnipresent witness to the film’s transcendent
moments.
Premio a la Postproducciòn, Ministerio de Cultura y Patrimonio del Ecuador
Mentión de Honor Única, Premio Augusto San Miguel, Ministerio de
Educación del Ecuador
Swiss International Film Festival, Best Experimental Film
Experimental Film Forum, Los Angeles
”With this film I offer an interpretation of several transcendental historic events from

the perspective of a Latin American, a critical and introspective thinker. I use poetic,
minimalist, symbolic and monumental language, as warranted by the themes to be
treated. At the same time, it is journey of reflection in the memory of a human being,
in the solitude and silence of a prison cell, as he discovers and reinvents his past,
traveling imaginatively in his memory, in a state of constant watchfulness that
allows him to tie up loose ends and untangle knots, in order to comprehend the
reasons of his own human nature, as contradictory as our very history.”
(Wilson Burbano)

web-site: https://bogoluca.wixsite.com/bigbanglapelicula
trailer: https://bogoluca.wixsite.com/bigbanglapelicula/trailer

GELATERIA, Christian Serritiello and Arthur Patching
Germany/UK, 01:02:00 Feature Film Fiction

“Gelateria is a fascinating and strange new feature film by Arthur Patching and
Christian Serritiello. A surreal picaresque tale, the seemingly fragmented and
capricious story unfolds with the inevitable logic of a dream, a dream which dwells on
the many difficulties and dangers of being an artist. As in a dream, too, objects and
people keep transforming through associative logic: a plate of spaghetti becomes a
rope; a bird becomes a young woman. The acting style is often lurid and
expressionistic rather than natural, which further emphasizes the film’s dream-like
quality. The dream is brought to vivid life, thanks to the bravura acGting of the large
ensemble cast, the excellent cinematography and editing, and the beautiful original
score by Jack Patching”. (from a review by David Finkelstein)
Kinolikbez , Sint Petersburg, Russian Federation (Grand Prix for the Best
Film)

“Gelateria’ was a film Arthur and I had to make. We had both moved to Germany back in
2010 and had emigrated to Berlin to start a new life both personally and artistically. Being
in a position to look back on our past life in England retrospectively, that particular vantage
point allowed us to examine many things about ourselves and the culture we had moved
away from. After several short films together and collaborating with experimental
filmmakers Thorsten Fleisch and Crispin Glover, we started to notice a shift in our
sensibilities. We began to find ourselves looking to explore uncharted waters cinematically.
We felt it was time to put this newfound freedom into our first feature film. With the
possibility of Brexit looming, with our personal future in Germany suddenly insecure, we
noticed that it would make sense to give a form to our collective fears, anger, obsessions and
questions and start work on ‘Gelateria’.
The main story of the film was lifted straight from a real life situation Arthur had back in
2009 when he had some of his paintings stolen. He had sent fifteen of his paintings to a
Gallery in the USA after an offer of representation. He shipped his work off and never heard
from them again and the work was never returned. We decided to closely examine the idea of
theft, not just physical theft of work but also of the human spirit.
Our goal was to infuse the fabric of the film with an energy of genuine creativity and spirit.
We passionately wanted to create a film that plays out like a flow of two consciousnesses
that affects the viewer in a dream-like way that will hopefully lead to enthusiastic
discussion. Stylistically, we attempted to fuse organic performances with more heightened
expressionistic play”. (Christian Serritiello)

DULCINEA, Luca Ferri
Italy, 01:00:00 Feature Film Fiction

A young girl is getting ready to welcome a client at her apartment.
The man, transposition of Don Quixote, following a precise ritual, devotes
himself to the maniacal cleaning of four rooms. The girl, personification of
Dulcinea, eats, reads, paints her nails and smokes. She dress up and she get
undress as if Don Quixote is not present there and as if there is no
relationship between them.
The client, following a pathological scheme, steals some girl’s objects, he puts
them in a plastic bag and than inside a small briefcase. Sometimes the objects
he fetishizes are destroyed like victims of maniacal bursts. This mechanism
leads to the repetition of a celibate and solitary rite.

71st Locarno Film Festival
Festifreak La Plata, Argentina
36th Torino Film Festival
Shorts Film Festival Maremetraggio, Trieste

An interview with Luca Ferri (in Italian); https://specchioscuro.it/resistere-oscomparire-conversazione-con-luca-ferri/

A video interview with Luca Ferri (on occasion of the Torino Film Festival):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tlh4-Q8Dc3A

trailer: https://vimeo.com/267894906

HEGEL'S ANGEL, Simone Rapisarda Casanova
Haiti/Italia, 01:10:00 Feature Film Fiction

Inspired by southern Haiti’s Vodou and Kanaval cosmologies, and co-written
with the entire cast and crew, Zanj Hegel La (Hegel’s Angel) is a cinematic
fable challenging the boundaries between fiction, ethnography and reverie.
The film follows an inquisitive boy named Widley whose life, suspended
between mundane activities and foreign myths, unfolds away from the
turmoil of an upcoming presidential election. As the boy wanders through an
evanescent countryside, running errands for his father and paying furtive
visits to a local film editor, his searching eyes become a mirror for the exotic
new spell sweeping his people from one empire to another.
Cinergo International Film Festival, Greece, Best Documentary
Falcon IFF, UK, Best Experimental Film
Etowah Film Festival, Best Feature Narrative
Miami Independent Film Festival, USA
Festival de Largos y Cortos, Santiago del Chile
Split International Film Festival of New Film
Society for Visual Anthropology Film and Media Festival, USA

Born in rural Sicily, Simone Rapisarda Casanova used to be a computer
scientist before becoming a filmmaker. His first feature, The Strawberry Tree,
won accolades at many renewed festivals worldwide before being picked by
Film Comment as one of the 50 Best Undistributed Films of 2012. His second
feature, The Creation of Meaning, won him the Best Emerging Director
Award at Locarno in 2014 and was the recipient of several other notable
awards before receiving a weeklong theatrical release at the MoMA in 2015.
He currently teaches film at Simon Fraser University’s School for the
Contemporary Arts in Vancouver, Canada.

FEATURE FILM NON FICTION

OUT OF THE GARDENS, Quimu Casalprim
Antartica/Spain/Germany, 01:22:00 Feature Film Non Fiction

In Antarctica, an area with complex national arrangements, workers from
different backgrounds live side by side. Filmmaker Quimu Casalprim imbues
this earthly and psychological limbo, and its phantasmagorical illusions, with
a fascinating Sokurovian atmosphere. Meanwhile, its inhabitants digress into
philosophical and transcendental conversations about utopias, religion and
nationalism.
World Premiere at Fid Marseille 2018
Best Photography Award at Documenta Madrid 2019
Message to Man International Film Festival, Sint Petersburg, Russian
Federation 2018
Cinemistica Film Festival, Granada, Spain 2018 Award Winner
Out of The Gardens has no true nationality, thus reflecting the territory it
occupies: Antarctica, where men have banished all military endeavors. Those
who have remained keep walking along the coldest and windiest point in the
world. Russian Orthodox clergymen, a Spanish musician, German biologists,
and even the shadow of Chinese presence, all add up to this distant land’s
identity, at once a center of scientific and spiritual quest. Quimu Casalprim’s
message, however, is not about the site’s dryness. On the contrary, his film
discloses a paradoxically warm Antarctica. The video shot with special old
lenses magnifies each and every bungalow and camp, like a tiny island of
light caught in its snow cocoon. The almost-vegetal warmth released
provides our ideas with land, and gives us the chance to finally invent and
disregard the past. Here, everyone is equal, and everyone has made the same
bet. Old film is burned as if to erase traces of the past. Our pulse is already
beating at the steady rate of these white spaces. Bodies are made visible in
their sleep, relieved. Connected to strange machines, they are dreaming of the
possibility of a truly different day after. From bones cut with a knife to the
melancholy tune of a distant saxophone, Out of The Gardens captures the
same diffuse sweetness. Among these men, a mysterious feminine figure
seems to arise from time to time, present and absent at once – a tribute to
Tarkovskij perhaps? Maybe she is a ghost, but the time she is coming from is
yet to come: a guide for all dreamers of Antarctica.
(from the written presentation at Fid Marseille, Documenta Madrid and other
sources)

DISTANT CONSTELLATION, Shevaun Mizrahi
Turkey, 01:22:00 Feature Film Non Fiction

This haunted reverie drops us inside an Istanbul retirement home, where the
battle-scarred residents bask in the camera’s attention. A creaky- voiced
woman confides her personal account of the Armenian genocide. A sweetly
deluded pianist performs a composition before confessing his love. A blind
photographer fiddles with his flash as he points his own camera back at us.
Shevaun Mizrahi’s playful, immaculately controlled film finds hypnotizing
rhythms in the residents’ limbo-like state. Meanwhile, outside, ominous
construction equipment transforms the land.
Locarno Film Festival, 2017 Jury's Special Mention Award
Viennale 2017, FIPRESCI International Critics Prize
BFI London Film Festival 2017J
IDFA Amsterdam 2017
Göteborg Film Festival 2017
Cinemistica Film Festival 2018, Award Winner

“The filming took place during my annual visits to see my family in Turkey. While

my mother is American, my father was born and lives in Istanbul. He grew up in a
small Jewish community and like the subjects of this film is a minority in Istanbul.
The retirement home where this film takes place is located in the neighborhood where
he grew up and represents a culture and time that is disappearing.
I did both camera work and sound myself as a one-woman crew, which helped
preserve the intimacy between myself, the space and the subjects. Although the
characters of “Distant Constellation” lived fascinating and dramatic lives, we’ve
decided not to provide more biographical or historical context. Our intention is to
create a very intimate and self-contained world and an immersive experience”.
(Shevaun Mizrahi )

THE FIRST MOTION OF THE IMMOVABLE, Sebastiano d'Ayala Valva
Italy,01:20:00 Feature Film Non Fiction

In “The First Movement of the Immovable,” while the director attempts to
overcome an ancestral fear through a deep immersion in the spiritual
soundscape of a visionary yet invisible artist, the spirit of Scelsi finds a new
and disembodied expression in its ideal form: the sound wave.

IDFA Amsterdam 2018, Award for Best First Appearance
36 TFF, Torino Film Festival, TFF DOC Premio Speciale
Cinemistica Film Festival 2019, Best Film Award (ex-aequo)
web-site: https://scelsi-lefilm.com/
trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lc-CHrhOv5M

Scelsi, who died in 1988, claimed that he didn’t create his music himself, but
that it came to him from the gods. He spent much of his life as a recluse and
refused to be photographed. Here he comes to life through the memories of
singers and musicians, in powerful visual associations in which nature often
plays a role, in the palm tree in which he’s said to be reincarnated, and in his
music that can sometimes sound otherworldly. The portrait unfolds
organically, and its palette is broad, from personal moments with d’Ayala
Valva’s elderly father to the abstract beauty of interference patterns generated
by Scelsi’s music. It’s an introduction to a mystical universe in which Scelsi
himself still has a presence, in the form of sound recordings of his reflections.

ZUMIRIKI, Oskar Alegria
Spain, 02:02:17 Feature Film Non Fiction

A filmmaker locks himself away beyond time in the forest of his childhood in
a cabin built in the shape of memory. Alone and with a clock that stopped
forever at 11.36 and 23 seconds. In his window is an invisible memory, a
submerged island.
web-site: http://www.zumiriki.com/
trailer: http://zumiriki.com/trailer

Biennale di Venezia, 2019
Sezione Orizzonti
Is it possible to travel twice to the same memory? The filmmaker built a cabin

on an isolated riverbank, just opposite his childhood island, which had
disappeared under the water after the construction of a dam. The goal was to
go back to that place, which had become invisible. Only the trees of the island
where he’d played stood firm in the middle of the water, like the masts of a
broken toy boat, so the air was the only space left, the only vestige of the past
to be conquered. This film is a diary of a castaway in memories: four months
of a Walden experience in a lost paradise with two hens, a small vegetable
garden and a clock that stopped forever at 11.36 and 23 seconds.

“My father used to film the traditions and landscapes of his small village. One day I
noticed him filming the plants and birds that were disappearing and at the same time
he was logging the words for them in old Basque language with the soundtrack. Then
I learned that if words die, birds and plants also vanish. Filming was then to save our
ancient world. Filming to live twice. Filming where we hear ourselves as children”.
(Oskar Alegria)

COLD LANDS, Iratxe Fresneda
Spain, 01:05:00 Feature Film Non Fiction

The places of the north exist beyond physical space
and cinema also has its cold lands.

In many cases, spaces are the foundations of audio-visual narratives, the
“home” of stories. Places that, with the arrival of cinema or, more simply,
with the passage of time have ceased to be what they were, ending up
uninhabited or in ruins. In Cold Lands spaces function as living witnesses to
the stories that take place in them or that continue to happen, and also as
nexuses of union between people and their creations.
The non-existent city in Dogville (Lars Trier, 2003) drawn in chalk,
abandoned beehives, sculptures by Eduardo Chillida that twin the towns of
Hernani (Basque Country) and Lund (Sweden), ruined castles that gave rise
to Hollywood super-productions, bridges and mountains, all form part of the
real and fictional imaginary that is crossed by Cold Lands.

“Cold Lands” makes a personal journey through the images and cinema,
guided by filmmakers and artist like, Theo Angelopoulos, Bego Vicario, Wim
Wenders or Rut Hillarp among others. In this non-fictional road-movie their
vision of what cinema is, of what is hidden behind the images, intersects with
the world of beekeeping, architecture and the human landscape.
Cinema within cinema and film locations that acquire new meanings when
revisited by the contemporary gaze. From the landscapes of the interior,
burnt by the sun, passing through the blue light of the northern lands, the
film reflects on cinematographic archives, their validity and their importance
as a cultural treasure. At the same time, it gives filmic archaeology a new
meaning by making it interact with images of the present. “Cold Lands” is a
journey through the meanings acquired by what is offstage in the landscapes
appropriated by cinema, through the questioning of nature by the
filmmaker’s romantic gaze. Cinema and real life are confused with each
other, in the knowledge that living is in itself a work of art.
Berlinale 2020
25th Mostra International Film Festival of Barcelon

Porto Femme, Best International Documentary Award
56 Gijón International Film Festival ( Spain)
37 Bellaria Film Festival
64th San Sebastian Film Festival
“The bees function as a metaphor of a world that is disappearing.The bees are being
displaced by wasps, and pollution and human intervention are putting an end to
them. In spring, bees tend to split up when their colonies have no more room for them
to continue reproducing and stockpiling food. This process is called swarming, a
sinuous and potent word, which evokes a transitory action. Transitory actions, with
a beginning and an end, in a liquid, ethereal and blurred society, just as happens
with the filming and overabundance of images nowadays. The activity of the bee as a
metaphor of the activity of the Filmmaker whose profession has become everyday
life.A profession that is mutating, a way of understanding the profession that is
disappearing in a context of audiovisual absolutism”. (Iratxe Fresneda)

ANTONIO DEMIURGE, Manuel Polls Pelaz
Spain, 01:33:00 Feature Film Non Fiction

In the Mediterranean city of Barcelona (Spain), a veteran collector of
abandoned books, and his young companion, are struggling to keep their
literary, demiurgical activities in the centenary San Antonio’s market, with the
complicity of neighbors, merchants and passers of this charismatic area. The
real, the sacred and the profane are mixed in a mystic feature about the
metamorphosis of matter, connecting the magical enclave of San Antonio
with the universal imaginary.
web-site and trailer: http://2angeles.tv/antonioeldemiurgo/

Manuel Polls Pelaz studied at the Barcelona’s University, at the Museum of
Natural History in Paris (France), and later at the University of Geneva
(Switzerland).
As a writer, he won with "La Brume" (1988) the Memorabilia award at the
opening of the new Grütli CAC Cinematheque Cultural Centre in Geneva
(Switzerland).
Since 1989, he works in Spain as a writer, director and producer of his own
films (see https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manuel_Polls_Pelaz).
In Barcelona Manuel was the founder and director from 1993 until 1996 of the
L'Alternativa Film Festival, organizing also the Eurpean Film Market and
New European Talents film festival (1997-1999).
Established in Granada since 2002, Manuel is the founder of the “Cinemystic”
cinematographic movement, directing the Cinemistica Festival from 2014.
Manuel Polls Pelaz also directs the Cinema Department of the Architecture
High School of Granada.

SHORT FILM FICTION

DA-DZMA, Jaro Minne
Belgium/Georgia, 00:15:25 Short Film Fiction

Winter. A fifteen-year-old girl in a remote Georgian village tries to get closer
to her older brother, just as he decides to leave home in search for work
abroad.
Premio Ermanno Olmi (Bergamo Film Meeting, Dec 2019, Winner First
Prize)
Rencontres Internationales Paris/Berlin
Oberhausen Film Festival 2020
“During the past few years I have been routinely staying with families in Tsalka,
Republic of Georgia. I observed interior spaces, family dynamics, what they show and
what they hide. I took notes, photographs and I started casting. Getting to know the
protagonist Dali enabled me to look at things differently. Her family are migrants
from a mountainous region, making us both outsiders. I started thinking of the film’s
structure again - how to organise her life, how to show the tensions I encountered
there.
Later on I was introduced to Dali’s cousin who would be her brother in the film. I
decided to bring them together and to illuminate both with a similar light. As we
were working they became aware of the fact that their work on set is a representation
of their lives, not a copy of it. I experienced a lingering stillness that I wanted to
bring into the film. A emotionally charged state of waiting. Waiting for a change that
doesn’t come. The girl’s state of mind can’t be expressed easily. Teenage depression,
feelings of abandonment. She feels let down. Her brother and her father seem unable
to express themselves. Everything seems to happen above her head. It’s about things
that aren’t spoken about, but that keep on ticking away in the background”.
(Jaro Minne)

FLIGHT OVER WASTELAND, Liliya Lifanova
USA/Kyrgyzstan , 0:32:00
Short Film Fiction

Flight Over Wasteland is an adaptation of T.S. Eliot's modern epic poem, The
Waste Land, 1922.
Anthology Film Archives, New York (World Premiere)
“My art practice explores the idea of the fragment as a metaphor for my identity and
a symptom of a broader cultural condition through performances enacted, in part, by
abstract objects. I inquire into the variety of fragment, from positive to negative,
theological to secular, visual to literary, the impossibility of a fixer perspective on the
subject motivating my pursuit.
Complicated, from the Latin verb “complicare,” to fold together, is perhaps the best
word to begin to describe my practice as a whole. Compound, several things folded
into one, difficult to unravel, pull apart, understand; in my work I earnestly embrace
this notion to reflect on the condition of the modern man in this precise moment of
history.
My background as an immigrant from the former Soviet Republic of Kyrgyzstan has
distinctly impacted my development as an artist. There, my matrix of influence
developed out of the ongoing political, and socio-economic reforms of the country, the
nomadic lifestyle, and customs of the land, and stories of Cossack knights, Demigods, told by my grandmothers as I helped them fold their linens and spin their wool.
In school, the narrated history was that of two opposing armies, the red and the

white, mimicked the reality we daily performed: “us” (Russian invaders) and “them”
(native Kyrgyz) in continual, controlled confrontations that manifested into an allpervasive social tension.
In my recent studio practice, I depend on preliminary research and collaboration,
over an extended time, fused with my deep and personal engagement with physical
creation and manufacture. In 2017, I presented a project titled “Flight Over
Wasteland,” a large-scale live performance and film production, which was an
adaptation of T.S. Eliot’s “The Waste Land” from 1922. In selecting the poem, my
main interest was to enter an existing conversation on the fragment and present a
deeply personal vision of the poem”. (Liliya Lifanova)

THE HERO WITH A THOUSAND FACES, by Juliette Joffe
Belgium, 00:25:00 Short Film Fiction

Anxious of not currently acting, an aging actor embarks on a seemingly
aimless road trip. He confides in a young British hitchhiker who understands
almost nothing of his French. Mixing documentary scenes, impressionistic
monologues and absurdist dialogues the film focuses on a protagonist who
only feels comfortable in fictional roles, struggling to live with himself and
his past.
Fid Marseille 2016
Asolo Art Film Festival 2018
Open City International Documentary Film Festival, London

https://www.flandersimage.com/browse-titles/detail/the-hero-with-a-thousand-faces

EXTRA SAUCE, Alireza Gashemi
Germany/Iran, 00:13:40 Short Film Fiction

Hans, a mediocre heartbroken actor, is greeted by an Angel of Death after
attempting suicide an hour before his play's premiere.
72th Locarno Film Festival
23th Canberra Film Festival, Best Screenplay/Best Actor

Alireza Ghasemi graduated in Filmmaking from Tehran's University of Art.
His latest short film "Lunch Time", among many important international
presence, brought him the nomination Palm d'Or in Cannes Film Festival.
Ghasemi has also founded the Globe International Silent Film Festival.

TROUBLE SLEEP, Maureen Muse
Mexico, 00:22:13 Short Film Fiction

"Trouble Sleep" depicts the labor of a young woman’s thoughts as she poses
naked for a drawing class. Over the course of the session, individuals pay
close attention to the details of her body while she thinks back to the past.
Entitled "Trouble Sleep" after the Fela Kuti song that triggers her mind to
remember, this short film illustrates the reconstruction and trauma of
memory.

REBELLIOUS WILLOWS, Babak Daghighi
Iran, 00:07:07 Short Film Fiction

The story of film is about actor's emotions that took hesitancy about one plan
of film which he was playing .
He was in doubt because of the director forced him to say (I love you) in
many times…

SHORT FILM NON FICTION

CENTAR, Ivan Marković
Serbia, 00:48:50 Short Film Non Fiction

Sava Centar is a congress space completed in 1978 in Belgrade, Yugoslavia. It
hosted hundreds of international meetings, including World Bank summits
and a conference of the Non Aligned Movement. After the breakup of
Yugoslavia, its capacities gradually became obsolete. It is now awaiting a
privatization and commercial reconstruction.

"Centar is an experimental documentary about the physical and social space; about
the ways that they merge and overlap through architecture and human work. The
film visually analyses the relation between the monumental forms
of the building and the surfaces which show traces of weather, abandonment and
misuse. The maintenance workers carry on meticulous daily routines of cleaning and
fixing; their effort seems futile compared with the enormous
leaking, seemingly abandoned building. Nonetheless, it is through their work that
this building, a past idea of the future, still somewhat survives. Sava Centar is
portrayed only in the interior, creating a sense of realm isolated from time and space,
to which the outside world is a threat”.
(Ivan Marković )

Doclisboa 2018, Portugal - world premiere
Ficarq - El Festival Internacional de Cine y Arquitectura,
Spain Video Art Festival
Turku, Finland
Beldocs, Serbia - Best Documentary Film Award DokuFest Balkan Dox competition, Kosovo
ARKIPEL film festival Jakarta, Indonesia Cottbus Filmfestival, Germany

MAELSTROM, Misja Pekel
the Netherlands, 00:45:00 Short Film Non Fiction

Maelstrom is a found footage documentary existing out of hundreds of
Syrian amateur videos from mobile phones. It is an experiment in itself. An
attempt to find a new cinematic language that shows the impact of fleeing
your country.
The film, funded by the Dutch public broadcasting channel, has been
shortlisted by the Dutch Directors Guild as one of the five best short Dutch
documentaries of 2018.

“By gathering together found footage of Syria taken before and during the current
war, Maelstrom merges the intimate with the political. In its poetic appropriation of
the found materials, it proffers a compelling vision of a place that no longer exists,
along with a moving impression of the inner experiences of those who have left their
homeland behind”. (Family Film Project 2019, Winner Short Film Award)

“You shoot back and forth between a Syrian fairy tale and the horrific reality of a war,
which contrasts absurdly with the images of a beautiful summer shared with
friends”. (2Doc Documentary series, the Netherlands)

Prix Europa, Berlin, Winner 2nd best tv documentary (2019)
DocumentART, Neubrandenburg
Oaxaca film fest
Family Film Project , Porto, Winner Short Film Award
Istanbul International Experimental Film Festival
Laceno d'Oro, Avellino, Special Mention for Documentary Cinema

“The language of cinema to me is the way to understand and visualize the inner
world of others. In doing so I try to push the boundaries of the conventional”.
(Misja Pekel)

ÚLTIMAS ONDAS, Emmanuel Piton
France, 00:41:25 Short Film Non Fiction

We are somewhere in the North of Spain. Últimas ondas is a psychological
and geographical journey into places that have gone wild, a film elegy to the
beings that marked them with their indelible presence.
Visions du Réel, Nyon
37 Torino Film Festival
Illambra Experimental Film Festival, Berlin

Born in France in 1982, Emmanuel Piton works as a film director and
professor. His personal creations are between experimental cinema and
documentary. His films are made in super 8 and 16mm films. He teaches at
Rennes University in cinema section. He founded Labo K, an experimental
laboratory dedicated to the practice of film cinema.

“ Bygone eras. The passing of time has always signaled change, whether for good or
ill. Some things remain while others are left to whither away under the ever-constant
momentum that finds days, months, years, and ages coming and going, lost into
history, into antiquity. Progress and human expansion is often the cause of old ways
being abandoned to make way for larger cities and industry. Yet, for some, there is a
longing to see the former means of exitence held onto, to cherish the paths their
ancestors have followed for generations, to choose not to cave into modernity, but
instead grasp for what was since forgotten by so many. In the ruggedness of northern
Spain’s mountainous countryside, there is a remnant to be found, striving to survive
in the old villages that mostly fell to ruin. It is a story of perseverance and
preservation. This is their tale.”
(from a review by Kirk Fernwood, in occasion of the screening at the Berlin
Illambra Experimental Film Festival).

DEEP WATERS, Alice Heit
France, 00:53:32 Short Film Non Fiction

Plunging into the mysterious territory of feminine sexual pleasure, Deep
Waters concerns the « fountains » which sometimes gush forth at the moment
of sexual climax. Little is known about this phenomenon, even by women
themselves....
Disconnected from our bodies and our desires by centuries of patriarchal
oppression, the land of feminine pleasures has remained very much « terra
incognita ».
Deep Waters opens the door on rare and precious spaces where where words
are freed and shared...
Travelling through our imagination, we allow ourselves to explore, to play;
and thus to nourish and reestablish a rich and joyful feminine sexuality,
rediscovering it's full depth.
Dok Leipzig
Festival International Cinema Libre
Festival Ciné Mas Différentes Experiméntaux Paris
Le Cinema Voyageur
Collectief Jeune Cinema
A presentation for Dok Leipzig; https://films2019.dok-leipzig.de/en/film/?ID=24259

A review: https://blogs.mediapart.fr/cedric-lepine/blog/190219/les-eaux-profondes-un-filmdalice-heit

web-site: https://lightcone.org/en/news-459-les-eaux-profondes-de-alice-heit
trailer: https://vimeo.com/344709343

“The film was entirely made in film super 8, colour and black/white, then processed
by hand (by me, in my own darkroom). The super 8 is my preferred tool for filming: I
love the texture of the image, I like the handling of the camera, I like to be able to
develop the film myself, and I like the connection with the image, which takes a
tangible dimension: palpable but also precious because each film only lasts three
minutes. This requires diligence and rigorous selection of the scenes” (Alice Heit)

IN THE BACKYARDEN, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:04:53 Short Film Non Fiction

An in-camera visual exploration of a little girl, her garden, and all that
pertains shot on colour reversal film.

With In the Backyarden(2015), a film featuring a little girl playing in and
exploring her surroundings, McIntyre evokes the time and place of warm,
childhood memories. The film is an exercise in looking. The camera’s gaze
illuminates the strange beauty of the garden’s myriad curiosities. The girl’s
pleasure in exploring her surroundings is ours: watching, examining the
unusual textures, the simple beauty of everyday objects, the furry face of a
dog, the fluffy, globular seeds of a dandelion, a ball floating in a pond. Each
point of focus takes on an otherworldly fascination. The camerawork and
editing, with curious close-ups and playful superimpositions, reflects fun and
exploration.
Independent Visions, Sask Film Pool/Dunlop Art Gallery/Regina Public
Library, Regina, SK - October 2015
Best of FAVA Non-Fiction, NorthWest Fest (by invitation), Edmonton, AB May 2016
The Annual Conference of the Film Studies Association of Canada, (by
invitation), Calgary, AB, May 2016
Handmade Emulsion Primitive Colour, WORM, Rotterdam, NL - July 2016
One Flaming Arrow Film Festival, Portland, OR (by invitation) - July 2016
WNDX Festival, Winnipeg, MB - September 2016

web-site: https://iffr.com/en/persons/lindsay-mcintyre

ROOM 11a, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:01:00 Short Film Non Fiction

The studio workings behind door 11a in the Ortona Armoury. An ode to a
practice and place that should not be forgotten.

Gotta Minute, Edmonton, World Premiere, Special Jury Prize for visual
beauty
Edinburgh International Film Festival 2018
web-site: https://iffr.com/en/persons/lindsay-mcintyre

FILM'S FINAL CURTAIN, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:23:14 Short Film Non Fiction

Celluloid running through a projector has been a window into our lives for
over a century. In this digital age, where cheaper and faster is perceived to be
better, film is in grave danger. If the death or extreme marginalization of film
is upon us, it’s worth mourning.
Edinburgh International Film Festival, 2018, World Premiere
News & Reviews
"Cover Story: Drawing with Light, The Experimental Films of Lindsay
McIntyre"
Inuit Art Quarterly, Summer 2019
http://iaq.inuitartfoundation.org/magazine/

THE PIANO TEACHER, Ryan W Daniels
USA, 00:03:55, Short Film Non Fiction

This short documentary is a poetic look at life, age and memory. Few people
progress enough in any art form to reach such a pinnacle of performance and
renown, but with time even the most masterful regress. Skills fade and
memories vanish until we return to a childlike state and await that final
curtain.
Dallas Docu Fest
SESIFF
Classical Arts Film Festival
Los Angeles CineFest
SuikerZoet Film Festival
“When I met her, Olga had only recently lost her ability to speak and her ability to
play the piano was rapidly declining. She is such an impressive person—and as an
artist, I am drawn to the impermanence of memory—I just had to tell her story. It
also presented an interesting challenge: how to tell her story without words. The
challenge was, of course, self-imposed, but it seemed fitting since she can no longer
use words to express herself.
I wanted to tell her story, but also this universal truth we all face. I wanted to try to
recreate some of the internal workings of this late stage of life and try to imagine
what it must be like to have been so skilled and now be so limited by the very body
that could once do so much. "The Swan" was the perfect choice for this film because
it links everything that this story explores. It's a beautiful piece that Olga loved, it's
technically demanding to play and it has come to represent the resistance of old age
and eventual death.
The song is 134 years old. The piano it was played on is Olga’s childhood piano; it is
probably around 100 years old and has some distorted notes (which I loved). The
quality of playing starts to fall apart as her skills regress to the equivalent of
(versions of) her younger self. I tried to treat the visuals with the same elegance that
Olga exudes and a kind of lens-based counterpart to a ballet performance (I used
lenses designed over 100 years ago because it fit visually and poetically).
There is a strong narrative present in this short documentary, but I tried to borrow
some of the evocative nature of stories told in classical music and ballet and add the
magic and vocabulary of cinema”. (Ryan W Daniels)

HELISAD, A ROMANCE FOR AN AGAMA, Yousef e Meysam Safari
Iran, 00:29:34 Short Film Non Fiction

LOVE...
Love is the only savior way.
I have learnt that from the humans.

First-Time Filmmaker Sessions, UK
Florence Film Awards - Monthly Competition, Italy
Finalist
Santa Cruz Film Festival, USA
Intimalente/Intimatelens Film Festival, Italy
Nature Vision Film Festival, Germany
Nomination for the best director
Fiorenzo Serra Film Festival, Italy
International Environmental Film Festival «Green Vision», Russia
Award winner for the best movie
Rieti & Sabina Film Festival, Italy
Milestone Worldwide Film Festival, Italy
Award Winner for The Best Edit.

BEST FIRST FILM

REFUGE FOR A MUTE, Anna Ecco
USA, 00:32:38 Best First Film

“If you speak at all, you prefer to speak with foreigners. They are more interesting for
you. You think they are more honest. They don’t lie in the same ways. They know
what it’s like to feel foreign. They know what it’s like to struggle and fight for
language, for life."
Portland Underground Film Festival

AMYGDALIA, Christina Phoebe
Greece, 01:20:00 Feature Film Non Fiction

Amygdaliá is a tree that blooms just before spring. It is also the word that
haunts the film’s director as a child when she first arrives in Greece. In the
curious world of Amygdaliá, people, places, and things come together and
part ways as in a dream. A group of women begins revealing fragmented
memories alongside an off-limits Mediterranean landscape. A film about
belonging, estrangements, and borders, both around us and within us.
21st Thessaloniki Documentary Film Festival
25th Athens International Film Festival
trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4RHcADoz53s
web-site: https://www.marnifilms.gr/amygdalia
Athens Premiere: https://neon.org.gr/en/exhibition/documentary-amygdalia-in-the-athensinternational-film-festival/

“Where do strangers come from?”
“Are strangers born or made?”
“Is there a machine that turns people into strangers?”
(from the film's dialogues)

Working in drawing and photography, installation and performance,
Christina Phoebe started making films during her studies in Studio Art at
NYU. Memory, language and belonging are recurring themes in her work.
Unexpected encounters in diasporic spaces are frequently at the center of her
explorations.
In 2011 she began working on her first feature film Amygdaliá, exploring
personal and collective experiences of foreignness, her own and those of
friends and strangers. In 2017-2018 she received a NEON Grant for
Amygdaliá and was the recipient of the 2018 George Stoney Fellowship at the
Robert Flaherty Film Seminar in Hamilton, New York. The film Amygdaliá
was developed with the support of the Seminar for Creative Documentary at
KET (TV Control Center), Athens, Greece.

ANINA, Alkaios Spirou
Albania 00:19:51 Best First Film

A container ship is not an inanimate object. The ship that travels thousands of
miles on the high seas is full of life, stories, tragedy and hope. The harbours
reached, the industrial landscape one encounters, the cargo that floats in an
endless ocean. Anina is a psycho-geographic film essay, documenting the
ethnographic tendencies of the industrial landscape and its malevolent
stature over the individual. The shipping industry’s ever-shifting landscape,
affecting even this interaction you are having with this text, crafts its own
mythology.

Swedenborg Film Festival , London, Winner
Prague Short Film Festival
Istanbul International Experimental Film Festival
Athens Avant Garde Film Festival
“My earliest memories are that of a migrant. Through being displaced, I have
always been fascinated by the constant rhythm of migration and the shifting
landscape as it unfolds itself, always ending in foreign homes. I cannot recall my
first encounter with the sea, but I can feel it every time I immerse in it. The currents
of the ocean provide remedy and comfort for the alienated gaze; water is where I
am closest to home. With the ever-televised Syrian refugee crisis, the world
witnessed the thriving violence occurring on the sea, burdening displaced innocent
people, while their quest for dignity and happiness is being deemed as illegitimate.
On the other end of these naval routes, container ships wander ceaselessly, tasked
to keep societies functioning. This migrating flow of cargos, public yet discrete,
drew to my attention its ability to function as a metaphor; an allegory for the
public, yet discrete, consequences of our access to excess. With borrowed
equipment from friends and a budget of under £1000, I embarked on an eight day
voyage on the seas of the North, crossing into the Baltic. My aim was to create a
psycho-geographic film essay, documenting the ethnographic tendencies of the
industrial landscape and its malevolent stature over the individual. I opted not to
include the human voice in the film, but rather let the narration get occupied by
machine-bred resonances interweaved with the hypnotising soundscape of the sea.
Anina is a film about the transitory state of crossing naval borders. The shipping
industry’s ever-shifting landscape, affecting even this interaction you are having
with the text, crafts its own mythology. Through displacing oneself on the sea, the
alienated gaze returns home, to empathise with tales of migration and wonder”.
( Alkaios Spirou)

ÚRS, by Gaspard Audouin
Belgium, 00:19:52 Best First Film

This short film by Gaspard Audouin seems almost an essay in metacinema,
filmed in a refined black and white that creates a surrealistic, dream-like
atmosphere.
Bucharest ShrtCut Cinefest 2019, Best Film
Ce l'ho corto FF, 2019, Bologna
12 Months Film Festival
River Film Festival 2019
Filmfestival Tegenstroom

INNOVATIVE LANGUAGES

TUPIANAS, Marcos Bonisson, Khalil Charif
Brasil, 00:05:35 Innovative Languages

This moving image work is an assembly of Super 8 footage filmed in many
different places in Brazil during the 70’s. It’s a reflection about the idea of
Tupi, the great native nation of inhabitants who lived in this vast solar
territory, before the white men arrived – the Tupis-Guaranis called it
Pindorama (land of the palm trees). The film work elaborates a non-linear
narrative with a collage of “antropofagic images”, presenting the body and
space as topology of desires, dreams and a convulsive social device of
changes – “Tupi or not to Be“ (José Celso Martinez / Oswald de Andrade),
experimenting the choice in life, and language of the essential, instead of the
accessory.
REcine 15 anos - Festival Internacional de Cinema de Arquivo 2016
Moving Image New York
Festival Internacional de Cine Independiente de La Plata, 12th Festifreak
14th International Festival Signes de Nuit, Paris
8th NYC Independent Film Festival
4th The Americas Film Festival of New York
IV Festival CINEMÍSTICA
11th Arte Laguna Prize, Venezia
Crossroads 2018, San Francisco
Aesthetica Short Film Festival

DRIFTING CITIES, Michael Higgins
Ireland, 01:10:00 Innovative Languages

Two actors play two lovers before meeting death in a car crash. They drift
through muddled memories and moments in search of one another. An
experiment with the distillation of lightness Drifting Cities puts the viewer in
an almost oneiric state while excavating the lost time and treasured moments
of the two protagonists. Found Super8mm footage and photographs from the
70’s & 80’s used along with 16mm material and HD video is padded with
personal and poetic text in an ocean of field recordings.
Review: http://www.efspublications.com/one-fell-swoop-i-dreamed-drifting-cities/
Trailer: http://www.experimentalfilmsociety.com/event/driftingcities/
Process Experimental Film Festval, Riga
Cinemateca Nacional del Ecuador Ulises Estrella
Luminous Void Experimental Film Festival
“Drifting Cities puts the viewer in an almost oneiric state while excavating the lost
time and treasured moments of the two protagonists”.
The narrative and visual structure, based and evolving on a pure metacinematographic level, is the nerve center of Higgins’ entire work, putting the plot
away in the background, because it seems to be only an opportunity to show the
infinite possibilities of the filmic medium: the cinema. The undisputed character of
Higgins’ work is, indeed, the cinema, that shows up both as a substance, in the act of
existing, and as a (material) form, in the act of making things exist. The former,
concerning an inner dimension of the work, is described through sequences of ecstatic
images, that express the plot mainly in the form of a homodiegetic narration:
diaphanous faces remember far memories in long ecstatic silences. The latter, on the
contrary, that should relate to the external dimension of the work, the physical and
mechanical one, made up of the image reproducing tools, normally hidden from the
spectators, is made explicit by the background film noise in the most part of the work,
by the clips about family life and, most importantly, by the big screens, like the one
inthe ending sequence, where we attend an unexpected meta-cinematographic
operation: the film itself is projected onto a large panel, which is a kind of a huge
video-installation showing memories of a past or future life. (from a review
appearing on Cinepensieri)

BODY ALL EYES, Saara Ekström
Finland, 00:14:39 Innovative Languages

In Body All Eyes myth and technology collide in monochrome textures and
fine lines of aviation. The film explores the symmetry in the shapes that take
flight and the bodies that remain, and presents the bird as a disappearing
witness and emissary in the sky.
In the 8 mm split-screen film associations move freely, crisscrossing like in an
avant-garde puzzle. It shows skies dominated by airplanes and drones with
all-seeing eyes observing the earth – a privilege that once belonged only to
gods and birds. Designs on aircrafts mimic sacred masks and the gaze of the
owl merges with surveillance footage. The material turns into a kaleidoscope,
in which the transcendental and mechanical confront each other.
A masked acrobat, creating a performative exchange between human and
bird, leads the viewer through a torrent of images into an enigmatic world,
that undulates in a weightless state between past and future, heaven and
earth.
Sheffield Doc Fest 2019 (World Premiere)
Edinburgh International Film Festival 2019

“I work in film, photography, text and installation. Diverse medias are combined to
create worlds in which reality and fiction, growth and withering, memories and
oblivion entwine. Perishing, temporality, and the stratification of history are themes
that reoccur in my work. I am drawn to materials, objects and images that embody
strong symbolic values, while questioning our conventional ways of classifying and
evaluating matter. Chronotopes where time and place densify, time that nurtures and
erodes, the ambivalent desire to both remember and forget are all at the core of the
work I make”. (Saara Ekström)

AMPLIFIER, Saara Ekström
Finland, 00:17:03 Innovative Languages

The history of Helsinki’s Olympic Stadium blends together with dance, magic
and the uncanny in a symbolic encounter, where the contrast between organic
and stone, the passing of time and the relationship between present and past
get convoluted in an immersive, sensory, nearly physical experience.
Completed in Helsinki in 1938 for Olympic Games that never took place, the
monumental building represents a historical paradigm shift and stands as a
landmark for utopia and oblivion. The echoes from the past pass through the
masked dancer, as he reflects the wretchedness, fragility and resilience of
existence.
Videonale.17, Bonn
XV Documenta Madrid
IFF Pacific Meridian, Vladivostock
Videomedeja, Novi Sad

“Perishing, temporality, and the stratification of time and history are themes that
reoccur in my films and photographs. I am interested in the magnetism surrounding
a collapse, and of communicating through a narrative based on images, metaphors
and associations, instead of a spoken language. My work often examines the
significance of transformation, while questioning our conventional ways of
classifying matter”. (Saara Ekström)

Saara Ekström is an artist and film maker living in Finland. She received the
AVEK - Finnish Media Art Award in 2018, and the Art Prize of Southwest
Finland in 20017.
Ekström's videos and works have been shown in several Finnish and
international film festivals, and in group and solo exhibitions, among others
at Kiasma - Museum of Contemporary Art in Finland, Tokyo Metropolitan
Museum of Photography, ISCP in New York, Grand Palais in Paris, Ludwig
Museum in Koblenz, Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Stockholm, ECCO in
Spain and Charlottenborg Art Hall in Copenhagen. Her works have been
acquired to public collections in Finland and abroad.

137, Michäel Grebil Liberg
France/Belgium, 00:51:37 Innovative Languages

137 is a silent movie. Along the film, a field-recording as a survival trace of
real emerges, from water. And from the sound stanza an infra-world of
images appears, a countless forest of apparitions. The dialogue between the
trace & the forest give birth to a dialectic, a cut between above and below.
Images and Sound begin to reverberate like a a constellation of scattered
stars, the tale of the interval in between. Two flux, between the water & the
sky, heaven and hell, the self & the unconscious, the Zeitgeist & the
Tiefengeist. 137 is a mute book, an alchemical mutus liber ; Obscurum per
Obscurius.
Is there any sense to 137 ?

Selections:
Cinemistica, Granada (Spain)
137 is a movie enshrined in the heart of a magickal boxset : « The Seventeneth
Sygne ». It is publish on the label of Vincent Capes, Thödol Records. 137
gathers around him, a meditation on the number XVII & the seventeenth
arcane of the Tarot, a double-hörspiel, texts & images.
https://thodolnetlabel.bandcamp.com/album/le-disisepti-me-signe-theseventeneth-sygne
Michaël Grébil Liberg

NOSTALGIA FOR EXISTING WITHOUT DELAY, Slawomir Milewski
UK/Poland, 00:50:00 Innovative Languages

“... for filmmaker Slawomir Milewski, the ultimate transgression is not living life to
the fullest; refusing to embrace life and instead, travailing in a grey, dull space void
of
joy.
Inspired
by
French
intellectual
and
mystic,
Polish
filmmaker Slawomir Milewski explores the issue of transgression in his first feature
length
film
entitled
Nostalgia
For
Existing
Without
Delay.
Born in 1979 in Poland, Milewski’s short films have received awards from numerous
festivals and exhibitions in North and South America, Europe and Australia.Of his
latest enterprise, the London-based artist says: “In ‘Nostalgia for Existing Without
Delay’ I am combining a couple of themes: my fascination about the role of
transgression in societies and what it means for individuals, and also the theme of
how
human
beings
exist
beyond
the
realm of rationality”. It all sounds very serious, but the director assures
us there’s plenty of humour, absurdity and sensuality in this exploration, too – a bit
like life itself.” (Eluxe Magazine)
Les Rimbaud du Cinéma, Charleville
Cine Autopisa, Bogotà
Southern Cone International Film Festival, Valparaiso
London International Motion Pictures Awards
AVIFF Cannes
Aphrodite Film Awards, New York

Slawomir Milewski is a London based Polish artist and filmmaker, born in
1979. He completed his Master degree at University of Fine Arts in Poznan,
Poland. He was awarded a scholarship by Universite Rennes 2 in Rennes,
France.
His films has been presented and awarded at numerous festivals and
exhibitions in North and South America, Europe and Australia.

“In ‘Nostalgia for Existing Without Delay’ I am combining a couple of themes: my
fascination about the role of transgression in societies and what it means for
individuals, and also the theme of how human beings exist beyond the realm of
rationality”. (Slawomir Milewski)

Dagadòl, Morgan Menegazzo/Mariachiara Pernisa
Italy, 00:11:11 Innovative Languages

An invitation to indulge and sink. To disobey the senses, numbed by the
horror pleni, the visual bulimia and eccentric visionary pollution. Jonah
disobeyed God in this way and was swallowed by a big fish, a primordial
marine monster (dag gadòl in Hebrew), to be later regurgitated. The image
exists through us and survives as a wreck as our physicality is exhausted, in
an unknown and inaccessible place underneath the surface of the sea, at great
depths, where the Cinema is already dead.
35° Torino Film Festival
54° Mostra del Nuovo Cinema di Pesaro
Istanbul International Experimental Film Festival
Fuorinorma- La Via Neosperimentale del Cinema Italiano
Festival de Cine Experimental de Bogotá / CineAutopsia
“It is a complex and stratified work which was realized on several occasions with
different forms of media, film and digital, and attempted to explore the nature of light
through a pinhole camera. Together with ‘Psicopompo’ and ‘Iconostasi’, ‘Dagadòl’
completes a personal trilogy about the esoteric power of the image”.
(Mariachiara Pernisa)

Mariachiara Pernisa was born in Lugo in 1981 and her work revolves around
pictures. She graduated at the Accademia di Belle Arti (Academy of Fine
Arts) in Bologna and earned a master's degree in film editing and
photography at the Accademia di Cinema e Televisione Griffith (Academy of
Cinema and Television) in Rome. Author and movie editor, since 2001 she has
been making movies, documentaries and video installations. Her works were
released in movie theaters, at the Cineteca Nazionale (National Film Archive)
in Rome, at the Up & Coming biennial in Hannover and at MART in
Rovereto; they were also broadcast by national broadcasting companies and
satellite networks such as Rai, Al Jazeera and Russia Today. Many of his
works were selected by national and international film festivals, such as
Torino Film Festival, Mostra del Nuovo Cinema in Pesaro, Haverhill
Experimental Film festival and Experiments in Cinema.

FUGUE, A light's Travelogue, Els Van Riel
Belgium, 00:27:00 Innovative Languages

“Through this work I’ve been exploring the physical consistency of Light, sunlight as
well as artificial light.
A complete answer nor formula has been found. Finding a way to express the wish to
understand is what this film is about.
Maybe this is enough?” (Els Van Riel)
l'Âge d'Or , Brussels
Fracto, Berlin
Crossroads, San Francisco
Edinburgh International Film Festival
Film Madrid

“With links to the tradition of structural film making, the work by the Brussels based
film-and videomaker, Els van Riel, explores the basic elements for cinema -time and
light- and develops a form for new aesthetic pleasure, bypassing any symbolism and
narrativism. For van Riel the projector is a central figure in the cinematographical
act of giving form to a screening, performance or installation. The mechanical image
source becomes actively present as if it were a living object.”
(L’ART MÊME, April 2009)

LIKE AN OLIVE UNDER PRESSURE BENEATH AN ICY MOON, Michael
Higgins, Ireland/Greece, 00:10:30
Innovative Languages

Although clearly filmed in our time, Olive uses the scratchy beauty of handprocessed celluloid to help evoke a mood of ancient ritual. A group of people
gathered in the remote countryside are absorbed into frames that often
resemble the hand tinted colours and decaying textures of unrestored early
cinema. Cinema is made to haunt the present like a ghostly vision from the
past.

Muestra Internacional de Cine Experimental, Quito
VERTIGO Arts, Tbisili
Moving Bodies Festival Teatro Espace , Turin
Taipei Contemporary Art Centre
Istanbul Experimental Film Festival
21e Festival des Cinemas Differents et Experimentaux, Paris

Michael Higgins is a photographer, filmmaker and installation artist best
known for his analogue film work. Having grown up in Ireland he studied at
Dublin City University and Ireland’s National College of Art and Design.
Higgins is interested in using the filmmaking process to rupture the reality of
the everyday, skewing documentary and fiction in order to highlight
alternative ways of seeing and experiencing. Over the years his film and
video works have been screened around the world including New York,
Tehran, Berlin, Paris and London. In 2015 Higgins co-founded Open Night
Cinema – a film studio and venue that is home to a series of expanded cinema
events that incorporate sound art, film installations and improvised
performance in response to place.

HER ANTICIPATION, Cora Rozencohn
USA, 01:19:45 Innovative Languages

In a recent video drama, I created a narrator’s meditation on the emotional
entanglements and consequences of her amorous involvement with a lover
many years her senior. This artistic inquiry has urgency for me; I have sought
to identify, unstitch threadbare intricacies and neuroses of romantic intimacy.

Motion Pictures International Film Festival, Salt Lake City

TOGHETER AND ALIVE, Iara Schteimberg
Israel, 00:12:24
Innovative Languages

“Together and Alive” is the filmmaker’s attempt to reduce boundaries of time
and space and bring her great-grandmother Chaya's story back to life. A story
that survived the passage of time thanks to the exchange of letters between
Chaya and her mother. These letters kept the family tied together, despite the
thousands of kilometers that separated them.
Spoken words and those that remain unsaid, emphasize the struggle of the
distance and longing in the shadow of war, and echo the story of the
filmmaker herself.
Tel Aviv International Student Film Festival
Winner of the Yuri Stern Prize for New Immigrants

THE COURSE OF EVENTS, by Olof Thiel
Sweden, 00:05:00 Innovative Languages

A subconscious documentary in the form of a visual Haiku poem depicting
paradise, chaos and rescue with a new life opening up..

Olof Thiel is a photographic artist, filmmaker and sound composer.
http://www.olofthiel.se/

IL CARRO, IL CARRO ARRUGGINITO E IL MUCCHIO DI
SPAZZATURA, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:03:06, Innovative Languages

“65 shots, a mathematical pattern, and three glorious minutes in exploration of
form”.

FAVA Gala , Edmonton (Canada), Outstanding Experimental Film Award
NorthWest Fest, Edmonton (Canada)
Alberta Media Arts Alliance Conference, Canmore, AB, (by invitation),
June 2017
The Annual Conference of the Film Studies Association of Canada, (by
invitation), Toronto, ON, May 2017
Dawson City International Short Film Festival (by invitation) – April 2017
Art Spirit Screening, Edmonton, AB - November 2016
Records & Reconstructions: Lindsay McIntyre’s Portraits in Process,
Pleasure Dome/imagineNATIVE Toronto ON - Oct 2016

MOTHER'S MILK, Martin Del Carpio/William Murray
USA, 00:02:35 Innovative Languages

Zero Degree Film Contest 2020
International Panorama: Videoart & Experimental Cinema 2019
NYC Downtown Short Film Festival 2018 - Best Experimental Film
Swedenborg Film Festival 2018
Global India International Film Festival 2018 - Award Winner for Best
Experimental Short Film
Virgin Spring Cinefest 2018 - Award Winner
Cult Critic Movie Awards 2018 - Finalist
AltFF Alternative Film Festival 2018 - Semi-Finalist
SPLICE Film Fest 2018 - Semi-Finalist
San Mauro Torinese International Film Festival 2018 - Semi-Finalist
The Jim Thorpe Independent Film Festival 2018 - Official Selection
Les Films de la Toile International Festival 2017 - Semi-Finalist

“I've always been intrigued by my mother's hands as a child. As she has aged,
I've been fascinated even more by them. I feel they're a combination of being
refined but yet of the working class.
I'm both happy and proud to say that she's the one featured in my first ever
short film. It's an experimental project involving a simple idea. I wanted her
to showcase what is most vital to her in her life now with only the hands.
There's the spirituality coexisting with the harsh reality that comes with old
age” (Martin Del Carpio)

STORY OF THE DREAMING WATER (Chapter 2), Brittany Gravely
USA, 00:03:00 Innovative Languages

Maybe there was an opening, and they wandered through...
Moviate Film Festival, Harrisburg, USA
FLEX Fest, Tampa, USA
Antimatter Film Festival, Vancouver, Canada
Artistically Brittany Gravely has focused on 16mm film for the past several
years, but also creates works in many other media. Currently, she creates
expanded and non-expanded cinema projects of a more mystical nature in
Magical Approach with Ken Linehan. Recently, their films screened at the
Toronto International Film Festival, Crossroads, Chicago Underground and
Antimatter. She also works as the publicist and designer for the Harvard Film
Archive in Cambridge, MA and is a founding member of the artist-run film
lab AgX.

ASTROLOGY, Brittany Gravely
USA, 00:03:00 Innovative Languages

An ancient artifact, an alchemical algorithm, astrological archaeology.

Crossroads IFF, San Francisco

TEMPLE OF TRUTH, Giuseppe Boccassini
Italy/Germany, 00:15:00 Innovative Languages

Temple of Truth is an archive that constantly ambulates amid tangles of
decaying worlds, ex-perienced as petrified, deprived, residual traces,
preserving in the process of taking along and transforming itself, a magmatic
state, a specific, ancestral, sometimes whitish non-space. A liveliness of halfalive bodies , both human and animal, that catch fire in a latent bullfight and
which, in becoming persōnae, inhabit sarcophagi which crumble into solid
ground like streams of water that suddenly submerge clouds, swinging on

the brink of a vertiginous fall of nocturnal glances in the middle of exotic
poses and aerial visions.

Bergamo Film Meeting (cine concert)
13th Edition of The Montreal Underground Film Festival
55a Mostra Internazionale del Nuovo Cinema, Pesaro, Satellite, Italy
73rd Edinburgh International Film Festival
2nd VASTLAB Experimental Film Festival, USA
4th Marienbad Film Festival, Czech Republic
Fuorinorma Extra 5, Casa del Cinema, Roma

IN ETERNITY'S CELEBRATION, Anu Lehtonen
Finland/France, 00:04:20 Innovative Languages

In Eternity’s Celebration the Rising Buzz of Intoxication Continues” is a short
essay video about the concept of an eternity. It features some monuments of
the past; statues of people, as well as a present moment; an ongoing
celebration in a park with one woman and two men. This short film attempts
to raise a question of reflections of an eternal life.

ANTHOLOGY FOR FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, Dawn George
Canada, 00:14:52
Innovative Languages

The secret energies of 26 fruits and vegetables are communicated through
16mm film stock with the assistance of eco-developing and eco-reversal
processing techniques.
Each plant in the film was hand developed in its own “essence” or “tea.” The
tea was brewed by boiling down each fruit or vegetable and straining the
solids from the liquid. The liquid was then mixed with vitamin C and
washing soda and used as a developer at a precise temperature for a specified
amount of time. The film then underwent an eco-reversal process; that uses a
combination hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), vinegar and water. The film is then
exposed to light, undergoes a second eco-developer and is fixed. Lastly, the
film is left to dry in the wind. The results of this meticulous process not only
reveal the characteristic of each plant but also the filmic qualities that each
plant texturally imparts on the film stock. With tints inspired by the plant
teas and combined with a delicious sound design, this film is a refreshing
way to get the recommended dose of 26 fruits and vegetables without all the
harsh chemicals.
Atlantic Film Festival, Halifax
London Short Film Festival
Silver Wave Film Festival
Festival de Noveau Cinéma, Montreal

“I believe nature is always communicating with us, we just need to listen to it. A
plant can communicate through its leaves, stem, flowers, roots, and fruit through the
language of colour, texture, taste, and smell. I wondered, if given the opportunity,
could plants could communicate with us through film? Would an eggplant say
something different than a cranberry? Could we see the energy and visual language
of each plant film?” (Dawn George)

NO PERSONAL CHECKS, Gwendolyn Audrey Foster
USA, 00:04:52 Innovative Languages

An experimental documentary of memory, made from Super 8mm diary film
that I shot long ago and recently found in the basement. I hand-baked, rephotographed, hand-processed, re-edited, and otherwise distorted my
footage. I shot this footage many years ago, when we moved from the West
Village in New York city to the Midwestern part of the USA, which was very
much like moving to the 1950s. "I live here, but this is not my home."

Intimalente /Intimate Lens Visual Ethnography Film Festival, Italy
United States Super 8 Film & Digital Video Festival, New Brunswick, USA
Expressions Art Movie Film Festival, Los Angeles, USA
CODEC Festival Internacional de Cine Experimental y Vídeo, Mexico City
Solo Show - "Complete Film & Video Retrospective: Gwendolyn Audrey
Foster”, Katowice, Poland
Solo Show - “Punk Queer Dada Films: Gwendolyn Audrey Foster”,
Amsterdam
Solo Show - “Experimental Queer Dada Feminist Films of Gwendolyn
Audrey Foster” , Stockholm, Sweden
Atrabilious Experimental Film Festival, Amsterdam
Engauge Film Festival, Seattle, USA

I prefer to work in the liminal space between video and film aesthetics. My
films are deeply personal film poems. Film is alive. It is projected in our
imagination. Like a phoenix, film comes to life by magic, by resurrection.
Film has a living warmth. It breathes. It is a living thing. Alive and yet not
alive. Film is liminal, magical and ethereal.Film grain, scratches, and light
streaks are like scars, freckles and wrinkles; tracings of life. ―Gwendolyn
Audrey Foster

https://vimeopro.com/gwendolynaudreyfoster/experimental-films

MEMORY VII (Remember you from the future), Gloria Chung
USA, 00:06:30 Innovative Languages

“The works in this series, MEMORY, reflect different facets of human memory that I
am interested in. They attempt to visualize my own questions about and inquiries
into how human memory functions and how it might be reflected by the moving
image”. (Gloria Chung)

AXW Film Festival, New York 2020, World Premiere

https://www.gloriachung.com/

TO ALL THOSE, Josh Weissbach
USA, 00:06:22 Innovative Languages

A city symphony in miniature, dedicated to anyone who has gotten lost in
thought while stuck on the midwinter train. to all that unfolds in those
private reveries.
Berlin Revolution Film Festival 2020, Best Experimental Film

TOAD, LEAF, GRASS, ROCK, Federica Foglia
Italy, 00:04:00 Innovative Languages

A 16mm hybrid film, at the crossroad between intertextuality, documentary
and poetry. This film "plays" with images in an enigmatic way. Weaving, in
the words of Eugenio Montale, a disappearing and deserted suburban
landscape into the fabric of images, sounds, and textures of two far away
lovers yearning for each other.

VIDEO ART

E.N.T., Annick Dragoni/Charlotte Serrus
Belgium/France, 00:10:45 Video Art

Shot in Brussels in a deserted European Parliament, E.N.T. is a science fiction
movie in which the scenery operates as a protagonist. Its language
metabolises.
Bideodromo, Bilbao
Signes de Nuit, Paris
“E.N.T. was shot at the European Parliament (Brussels), in a spaceship architecture
whose language, lighting and distances generate their own psychosomatic. What
happens when places of political representativeness join science fiction imagery ?”

SOMETHING RADICALLY EPHEMERAL, Carlos Adrian Galuppo
Argentina, 00:09:00 Video Art

“Trying to condense time, wind it back, expand it, slow it down.
For two years, I’ve been dedicated to recording with an analog photographic camera
everything that took place in the privacy of my workspace.
The thorough recording process turned into a stop motion film, which led to a video
with 4 simultaneous screens where I state my doubts, my relationship with time, the
evolution of my work, which at times offers resistance, and the body’s indeterminacy
when it comes to space and the passage of time”.
(Carlos Adrian Galuppo)
Charly Galuppo (1976) is a visual artist who lives and works in Buenos Aires
and who graduated in 2001 as a graphic designer at the University of Buenos
Aires (UBA). A self-taught artist, he has attended workshops run by Ana
Maria Mugnani, Carolina Antoniadis, Vivian Galban; Taller Sur and
Asociación Estímulo de Bellas Artes. He has also polished his work with the
advice and guidance of artists Ananké Asseff, Karina Acosta and curators
María Carolina Baulo and Joaquín Barrera.
He has had solo shows at El Mirador Gallery (2019), Borges Cultural Center
(2017), Metropolitan Museum of Buenos Aires (2009), University of Belgrano
(2007), Pueblo Blanco Cultural Center (2007), Braque Gallery (2006) and
UADE (2003).
And participated in group exhibitions at Junin National Visual Arts
Exhibition (2017), Province Bank Grand Prize (2017), National Painting Hall
(2015), Palacio Duhau (2013), Zurbarán Gallery (2012), Buenos Aires Stock
Exchange (2012), San Miguel Palace (2012), Duhau Palace (2012), Rómulo
Raggio Foundation Museum (2009) and UADE Photography Price Award
(2003).His work was exhibited at arteBA (2018), Buenos Aires Photo (2010)
and Expotrastiendas (2007/2006). In 2015, he earned an honorable mention
from the The National Painting Hall of Buenos Aires, Argentina.

ANOTHER WORLD – those who come by the sea, Manuela Morgaine
France, 00:33:50, Video Art

The film intersperses archival images of worldwide migration flows over the
past decade with images taken on the Seine River in Paris between 2015 and
2016.

Manuela Morgaine is a writer, a theatre director, and a filmmaker living and
working in Paris. She runs Envers Compagnie, which has been devoted to the
production of interdisciplinary works since 1991. She is the author of three
children's books and several experimental radio documentaries broadcast on
National French radio station France Culture. She has given her voice to
numerous radio and film projects, and has directed several movies, including
the four-part, four-hour long Foudre/Lightning, included in the Out of
Competition section of this Festival.

Detour Roma Awards 2016, Best Film
Motivation: E' un viaggio nella mente alla ricerca di fantasmi perduti negli
oceani. Un potente gioco di resurrezione di corpi in dissolvenze. Un film
astratto e materico fatto di immagini-carezza e immagini-cristallo che
riflettono il cinema e la vita.

SALT WATER, Abe Abraham
USA, 00:05:45 Video Art

Dance-film set to the seismographic recordings of the earth's vibrations.
Harlem International Film Festival 2019, New York, Best Experimental Film
Sydney World Film Festival 2019, Best Experimental Film
Multiple Dance Film Festival, Trondheim 2019, Norway, Best Film
Jacksonville Dance Film Festival 2019, Curator's Choice Award
Thessaloniki Cinedance International, Greece
Brooklyn Film Festival, New York
Oxford International Film Festival, UK
ArteNonStopFestival /BA2018 -International Film & Art Festival

SYNCOPATION, Sally Waterman
UK, 00:04:00 Video Art

'Syncopation' is based on 'Home: A Structure on Trial', by Polish poet, Rafał
Gawin. The poem became symbolic of her partner’s recovery from heart
failure, with the home becoming a place of refuge and safety, whilst also
becoming claustrophobic - “Home is a cobweb”. The flickering sunlight,
reflected upon the floors and doors is indicative of his irregular heartbeat – “a
fabulous echo of nocturnal misfires” or a “collision of elements”. Correlations
are drawn between the structural dwelling and its human presence and
absence – “Home is a game of hide-and-seek” with “bodies that carry out the
dodging”.
The video was originally made for the 'Talking Transformations: Home on the
Move' project, curated by Dr. Manuela Perteghella and Dr. Ricarda Vidal.
They commissioned two poets to write about 'home', in order to represent the
immigration and emigration routes into and out of the UK and seven
corresponding artist videos, of which this is one.
"Talking Transformations seeks to offer a platform to examine what ‘home’
means to us at a time when notions of ‘home’ in Europe are becoming more
fluid, being challenged and reshaped by unprecedented migration. Motivated
by Brexit, this project focuses on the UK and the countries most important to

EU migration into and from the UK: respectively Romania and Poland and
France and Spain. British poetry is sent through literary translation via France
to Spain before returning home; in parallel, an original Polish poem travels
through translation from Poland via Romania to the UK before returning to
Poland."

Crossing the Screen, Eastbourne, UK
5th Bogotá Experimental Film Festival / CineAutopsia
Experimental Forum 2019, Los Angeles

CONTRAPUNCTUS IV, David Humphreys
Canada, 00:12:45 Video Art

Snow, steam, streetlights, J.S. Bach.
The Hazel Eye Film Festival,2019
Oaxaca Film Fest, 209
New Filmmakers IFF, New York 2019

SEPPIE SENZ'OSSO, Paolo Pachini
Italy, 00:11:07 Video Art

The traditional course of the Venice lagoon revisited with ‘Middle
Age/Japanese’ imaginary lens. Eyes and ears are driven from the unavoidable
cruelty to the clean cutting. Through washing and quick cooking, we arrive to
the final geometric arrangement, where all the parts of the sea monsters,
together with their worthy companions - bread with the squid’s black ink,
white polenta and red pomegranate - find the dignity of magic symbols,
fixing in order our appetites. The accompanying music is made by:
pomegranate harmonic songs - without words -, smokes that shout at their
loudest, warbles of Danish knifes.

ANIMATION

ROSES IN THE NIGHT, Pencho Kunchev
Bulgaria, 00:11:06 Animation

In ancient Greece, a girl on the verge of womanhood experiences the mystery
of first love. In the shadow of the night, she notices some unusual flowers,
has fascinating experiences and meets wondrous creatures and beautiful
nymphs.
The film was inspired by a collection of poetry, “The Songs of Bilitis”, by
French poet Pierre Louys (1892).

23 Sofia International Film Festival, Jameson Short Award
Salta International Film Festival, Best Animation Short Award
Bahia Indipendent Film Festival, Best Animation Short Award
San Jose International Film Festival, Special Jury Award
Festival BALKANIMA, Belgrade
Le nuits magiques Film Festival
CINEANIMA International Animation Film Festival, Portugal
Lanterna Magica, International Aniation Film Festival
Constantinos Gold Coin Film Festival, Nis
Nachtschatten BDSM, Munchen
TINDIRINDIS International Animation Film Festival, Vilnius
Corto Dino Film Festival Dino de Laurentis, Napoli

Pencho Kunchev graduated from the High School of Applied Arts in Prague.
Since 1980, he has been doing works for Sofia Animated Film Studio, where
made several animated films awarded at national and international festivals.
Exhibition of drawings from his films were presented in Serbia and Slovakia.
Jury member of festivals in Europe and Asia. His articles were published in
Bulgaria and abroad. Lecturer at NBU.

KITCHEN SINK FILM, Gwendolyn Audrey Foster
USA, 00:03:49 Animation

“A cameraless Fluxus film - made in my kitchen sink. (Direct animation) A playful
celebration of light, color and abstraction. Hand-processed, hand-painted, handscratched, baked, and edited 16mm film. Handpainted films are moving paintings,
not unlike psychedelic stained glass windows.”
(Gwendolyn Audrey Foster)
Aggregate Space International Experimental Animated Short Film Festival
Palm Springs International Animation Film Festival
NewFilmmakers NY at Anthology Film Archives

https://vimeopro.com/gwendolynaudreyfoster/experimental-films

SET, Greg Budanov
UK/Russia, 00:02:51 Animation

Set (Сет) is a video poem that aims to create a new type of poetic language,
integrating spoken word with moving image and not merely echoing or
illustrating the spoken word with visuals.
The video poem presented here is part of an album of thirteen compositions
called Tsvetochki, which combine spoken word, images, colours and music to
create coherent and complete multimedia poetic pieces. The project aims to
integrate the audio-visual elements into inseparable rhythmic and rhyming
compositions. This approach strives to reach a universal type of poem, where
the natural language of the spoken word is only a part of the composition
and the knowledge of this language does not limit the understanding and
appreciation of the piece. The work is collaborative and includes the original
score by Andrey Novikov and calligraphy by Nik Nightingale.
The name Tsvetochki means Little Flowers in Russian and alludes to the size
of the poems, which are exceptionally short, sometimes only three words
long. This echoes with the ascetic spirit of the works by St Francis of the same
name.

BOOKANIMA, Dance, Shon Kim
Korea, 00:07:31 Animation

BOOKANIMA, a compound word of ‘Book’ and ‘Anima’, is Experimental
Animation to give new cinematic life to book.

It aims to create ‘Book Cinema’ in the third scope between Book and Cinema.
Animation links Book to Cinema. Along the way, it experiments Locomotion
based on Chronophotography Animation, paying homage for Edward
Muybridge and Entienne Jules-Marey.
It experiments locomotion of Dance along with its stream: Ballet-Korean
dance-Modern dance-Jazz dance-Aerial Silk-Tap dance-Aerobic-Disco-Break
dance-Hip hop-Social dance.
San Francisco Dance Film Festival, Best Art/Experimental Film
Bucharest International Dance Film Festival, Innovation Award
Seoul Dance Film Festival, Best Director Award
INOUT festival, Poland, Honorable Mention

SHON KIM majored BA in Law at Hanyang University, BFA in Film & Video
at School of the Art Institute of Chicago, MFA in Experimental Animation at
California Institute of the Arts, and Ph.D in Animation Theory at Chung-Ang
University. SHON KIM works in LA.

LIGURIAN FILM

LAZZARO, di Paolo Pisoni
Italy, 01:20:00 Ligurian Film

Lazzaro spends his nights cleaning up plant funds and dingy basements. The
only souls he approaches are those of the marginalized like him. A priest who
seems to have lost faith, a transsexual who would like to leave the city and a
ready prostitute to welcome him when he gets into trouble.
Lazzaro never sleeps. He spends his days observing people trying to
recognize his despair in others. Because Lazzaro has a secret that cannot be
confessed: it is him, in fact, to make the corpses disappeared that an
unsuspecting underworld leaves behind. But when she breaks in the story,
maybe Lazzaro will find the strength to redeem himself.

A review appearing on “La Repubblica”:
https://ricerca.repubblica.it/repubblica/archivio/repubblica/2018/04/04/avventure-criminali-sotto-lalanterna-la-notte-di-lazzaro-neroGenova13.html?ref=search

A review appearing on “Cinema Italiano”:
https://www.cinemaitaliano.info/news/46525/lazzaro-chi-sono-le-brave-persone-e-le-cattive.html

GUIDO CERONETTI. THE UNKNOWN PHILOSOPHER, Francesco
Fogliotti/Enrico Pertichini, Italy, 01:04:00 Ligurian Film

“Of all people, the less unbearable ones are misanthropes”. This is What Emil
Cioran had to say on Guido Ceronetti, who was the founder of Teatro dei
Sensibili, as well as a translator, a writer and a poet. But he’s not just a
misanthrope: that’s the attitude he had to have because of the debacle that
contemporary society has become to him, but there’s a wave of joy and
consolation that spreads from his plays and his poems. The job of giving joy
is a hard one: it requires absolute dedication and it leaves no room for the
steadiness and regularity of a half-thought or half lived life. This is the
premise of the story of a unique artistic and spiritual pursuit, that questions
ancient and modern tradition to continuously give it a new life, a life that’s
enriched by an overflowing echo that doubts and fulfills.
Premio speciale Missing Film Festival - Lo schermo perduto, Genova
Museo Nazionale del Cinema, Torino
Retrovie italiane. La sezione dedicata al cinema italiano curata da Umberto
Cantone, Palermo

An interview to the Director:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VE-M-JPeZaY&t=354s
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Il_filosofo_ignoto
http://www.museocinema.it/it/news/3723

EIGHT MINUTES AND A HALF: WHAT REMAINS OF FEDERICO
FELLINI?
A film by Francesco Fogliotti, Italy, 00:08:30
Ligurian Film

Cineuropa, Santiago de Campotela

12 cm LADY HEEL, Fabio Giovinazzo
Italy, 00:32:58 Ligurian Film

A savage murder catered increasingly to the vogue for the fanciful and the
bizarre.

THE SOUL IN THE BELLY, Fabio Giovinazzo
Italy, 00:33:46 Ligurian Film

Claudio Pozzani is a poetically vibrant/eloquently singing entity: “The Soul
in the Belly” is the artistic movie dedicated by director Fabio Giovinazzo to
this entity. The feature is imaginative: happiness and melancholy, day by day,
actions or causeries and sounds, various realities produced by a hypnotic
rhythm, then the gaze of an investigative puppet thanks to an unconscious
echo (perhaps). And finally the vision of an educated, horrific experience:
biological fragments of an animating form that comes to light with conscious
pain.

NOWHERE TO LAY YOUR HEAD, Carla Grippa/Marco Bertora
Italy, 01:15:00 Ligurian Film

While the city is living one of its usual days, the life of eight people is passing
by.
Street life, slow life.
There's a lot of time to deal with, for people without a job or a place to stay.
A daily constant walk to the same places (station, library, churchyard), doing
tirelessly the same fundamental rituals, waiting for the inexorable
progressing of the clock.
There is plenty of time for drinking, eating, singing, washing, and make any
gestures, even the most private ones, under the eyes of other people passing
by in a hurry.
Eight different lives, eight different stories, related one another through the
continuous journey everyone has to cope with. Sometimes together,
sometimes in a couple, most often alone.
But there's a place, where the city ends, like a neat line thet you can't cross,
where everybody lie on the ground in the same way. A place where one can
easily blend with the others, and enjoy the experience of passing unnoticed.
Because, even if people can own their small pieces of the city, the sea belongs
to everybody.
web-site: https://quandolacittasoffredoc.wordpress.com/
trailer: https://quandolacittasoffredoc.wordpress.com/galleria-video/

BUSSANA RESILIENT/ART IN RUINS, Leonard Sommer
Italy, 00:25:00 Ligurian Film

In 1887 an earthquake severley damaged Bussana Vecchia, the Italian village
near San Remo. As a result the old "borgo" was abandoned and all of its
buildings declared dangerous.
About seventy years later, two Italian artists discovered its uniqueness and
potential and decided to found the International Artist Community of
Bussana Vecchia. As there were no property titles, we the artists restored the
ruins to houses – from rubble and with no capital.
Since than Bussana Vecchia is called the "Borgo Degli Artisti".
For more than half a century, it has demonstrated that, despite not belonging
to any formal institution, unwanted ruins can be transformed into a livable
place – tailor-made to residents’ needs and providing them with a means of
generating income.
Unfortunately, since 2015, Italian authorities are scrutinizing our community,
demanding to make the place safer for visiting tourists. The administration
from Genova has sent word to all of us, that they do not accept the status of
Bussana Vecchia anymore. No wonder, that we the "Bussanesi" are frightened
about the future of the Community of Artists.
Leonard Sommer – who is part of the Community since 1971 – is trying to
summarize the injustice that had been faced to the people of the Italian Artist
Village. Together with The Royal Film Company from London, he would love
to bring attention especially to the actual situation. We still hope, that one
day, our community will be treated as residents instead of occupiers.

web-site: https://www.bussana-resilient.com/
A review: http://www.sanremonews.it/2018/05/12/leggi-notizia/argomenti/eventi1/articolo/sanremo-lingiustizia-di-bussana-vecchia-in-un-documentario-della-royal-film-companydi-lon-1.html

OUT OF COMPETITION

TRANSATLANTIQUE, Felix Doufur-Laperriere
Canada, 01:12:00 Out of Competition

A poetic film essay about life aboard a huge freighter crossing the Atlantic
Ocean. For the men who live aboard, the immense vessel is both workplace
and playground. From fixed and occasionally alienating camera angles,
everyday life aboard this sailing microcosm is recorded in black & white: the
hard work in the impressive bowels of the ship, the moments of relaxation
with a board game or improvised cricket, but also the ubiquitous, indifferent
water that puts the size of the tanker into perspective.
Contours of a symbiotic trinity gradually emerge: nature, technology and
humanity, the last being the most vulnerable. The score comprises ominous
music along with the soundtrack of life aboard: the shouting of the men, the
stamping diesel engines and the roaring ocean.
Festival du Nouveau Cinéma, Montreal (2014)
International Film Festival Rotterdam 2015
Toronto (Hot Docs)
Hamburg Film Festival
Yerevan Film Festival
Édimburgh IFF
Vancouver (Doxa)
trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LToJTBFejtc

LIGHTNING - a legend in four seasons, Manuela Morgaine
France, 2013

Out of Competition

Lyrical, multiform essay about one of the most fascinating natural
phenomena: lightning. In four chapters linked to the four seasons, the
documentary maker looks for the meaning and influence of lightning.
In chapter one, Autumn, lightning-chaser Baal talks about his passion, and
five victims describe their experiences, which are not purely negative. In
Winter, we look at the healing effects of electricity with a psychiatrist who
uses electric shocks. Spring stands for myths, articulated by an archaeologist
and seer working in Syria; he talks for instance about the magical effects of
the Kama truffle, which can be found once a year thanks to lightning. In
Summer, love that strikes like lightning is portrayed in a poetic costume
drama
about
two
lovers
on
an
island.
Contemplative voiceovers and impressive images of inaccessible nature link
the four parts; a tour de force which took over ten years to complete..

International Rotterdam Film Festival 2013
Moscow International Film Festival 2013
Sint Petersburg Film Festival 2013, Award for the fruitful research of the
sources of the impossible
Pune International Film Festival 2014
Cinemistica Film Festival 2019, Best Film Award (ex-aequo)
web-site: http://www.foudre-lefilm.com/en/

This panorama is a filmic zigzag that forks out like a bolt of lightning.
Its subject straddles several countries and centuries simultaneously. Its form
is somewhere between documentary and legend.
Lightning strikes and tetanizes in a fraction of a second: in this world and
that of the immortals. Since the beginning of time and beyond the confines of
imagination. What happens when you are struck, physically and
metaphysically?

MIGRAZIONE, Massimo Bacigalupo
Italy (1970), 00:57:00 Out of Competition

Migrations have populated our world, starting from ancient India and descending into
Greece and Western Europe. Migration, filmed in 1969-70 between Tuscany, Rome
and Liguria, assumes that this movement is still in progress.. The characters are
shown in transit, as if they were part of an ancient caravan. While they travel they
make up vegetation myths and worship the Great Goddess, impersonating her story.
She appears as girl-child and woman, and in the stories and music on the soundtrack:
the Virgin of Bach’s Magnificat, the Sulamite of Stockhausen’s Song of Solomon (“I
am black but comely”), tales by Herodotus, Kafka, Villon (as set to music by Ezra
Pound). A section is devoted to fiesta and celebration, when the migrants gather to
worship the life principle. Later the film moves back to the individual and solitude.
(m.b.)

Massimo Bacigalupo (Rapallo, Genoa, Italy, 1947) produced his first film work for
the local Amateur Film Club. For some years he helped organize the Rapallo
International Amateur Film Festival. In 1966 his feature Quasi una tangente was
awarded first prize in the Montecatini Film Festival. Bacigalupo, who was nineteenyear-old at the time, remembers that he was sitting in the audience with Lillian Gish
and Anita Loos, who happened to be visiting Montecatini (Lillian was a friend of
Massimo’s parents). Early on, through his personal acquaintance with poet Ezra
Pound, Bacigalupo met filmmakers and associates of the New American Cinema,
among them Guy Davenport, Stan Brakhage, Gregory Markopoulos, Jonas Mekas,
and Abbott Meader. In 1970 he prepared an Italian translation of Brakhage’s
Metaphors on Vision. He brought to Rapallo in 1964 a selection of American films,
among them works by Ron Rice and Maya Deren, which made a lasting impression.
In 1966-71 he was a university student in Rome, where he was a founding member of
the Italian Filmmakers’ Cooperative, and was involved in producing and distributing
independent films. In 1968 he shot 200 Feet for March 31, an uncut and silent 8mm
film-happening. He went on in 1969-70 to create Eringio, a series of four films
running over two hours. The title refers to Dürer’s self-portrait, and this film quartet
amounts to a collective self-portrait of the student and art world in Italy at the time.
The longest film of the series, Migration, a celebration of the Great Mother and her
many incarnations, was premiered at the 1970 London Film Festival. Bacigalupo
travelled with a showcase of Italian underground films to Denmark, Sweden,
Germany (1970), and later Spain (1974) and England (Tate Gallery, 1983). He
enrolled as a graduate student at Columbia University, receiving his Ph.D. in
American literature in 1975. Warming Up, a color film shot in Italy and America, was
premiered at the Anthology Film Archives, NYC, on Bacigalupo’s 26th birthday,
April 20, 1973. In 1975 he shot Postcards from America, a dream travelogue, and
Into the House, an homage to his American mother’s family. Later Bacigalupo has
been chiefly active as a scholar, critic and educator. He is Professor of American
Literature at the University of Genoa and has received numerous awards for his work
as a translator, chiefly of English and American poetry. He lives in Rapallo.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Massimo_Bacigalupo

OF YELLOW IS THE OUTER SKY, Hisham Bizri
Lebanon, 00:08:00, Out of Competition

“Of Yellow is the outer Sky” (2018) is an ode to the fragility of life and the
Syrian revolution which started on March 15, 2011.

Hisham Bizri is a filmmaker born in Beirut, Lebanon. He started working in
films in the US and Hungary with filmmakers Stan Brakhage, Raoul Ruiz,
and Miklós Jancsó, and has directed twenty-eight short films and written
several feature films. Bizri’s films have shown at Sundance, Cannes, Berlin,
Oberhausen, Moscow, and the Anthology Film Archives, and been featured
over the years at Mizna’s Arab Film Fest. He has won the Guggenheim,
Rockefeller, and the American Academy Rome Prize.
As a child growing up in Beirut, Lebanon, Hisham Bizri’s mother would send
him to the movies to get away from the dangers of war. In the basement of a
neighborhood theater, as bombs and snipers went off above, Bizri would sit
for hours watching classic Hollywood films by D.W. Griffith, John Ford,

Howard Hawks, George Cukor, and Chaplin, and the European films of
Ingmar Bergman, F. W. Murnau, Roberto Rossellini, and many others.
“Cinema became for me a way to cope with the reality of war and a kind of paradise,”
Bizri said. “I would see these films and be thinking at night of light, distant lands,
and fantastic people, as bombs fell outside.”
It was there that Bizri saw his first avant-garde films. “I was just completely
mesmerized by those movies. They were movies that were devoid of any kind of
necessity to explain anything,” he said.
Soon after, Bizri met and became close with American avant-garde filmmaker Stan
Brakhage, whom Bizri considers a mentor and inspiration.

https://news.brown.edu/new-faculty/humanities/hisham-bizri
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hisham_Bizri

A FILM, Hisham Bizri
Lebanon, 00:08:32, Out of Competition

This is a film poem about love. A filmmaker photographs a woman in Paris:
as a trapeze artist, a model, a lover, and a child. The film attempts to capture
that moment between wakefulness and dream. It carries within it melancholy
and loneliness, sadness and joy, adulthood and childhood. It evolves out of
the metaphor that life is a circular journey whose end is "to arrive where we
started / And know that place for the first time" (T.S. Eliot, Little Gidding).
https://news.brown.edu/new-faculty/humanities/hisham-bizri
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hisham_Bizri

SONG FOR DEAF EAR, Hisham Bizri
Lebanon, 00:18:00

Some of Bizri’s other works take inspiration from his home country of
Lebanon and the war he witnessed as a child. Song for the Deaf Ear is a silent
film that centers around footage of a man killed by sniper fire, footage Bizri
shot on a return visit. Segments of the man lying on the pavement get
increasingly longer as the film progresses are interspersed with moments of
black and white film leader.
“I wanted to create this rhythm like breathing, as if the viewer was going to die. So
the film is breathing and the film has the experience of dying, it doesn’t just show a
man dying.” (Hisham Bizri)
At the end of the film, the only moment with sound, viewers see a home
video of the man and his family, shot the summer before his death, enjoying a
day together.
https://news.brown.edu/new-faculty/humanities/hisham-bizri

FLUX-RE-FLUX (1978-1981), Christian Lebrat
France, 00:09:30, Out of Competition

"A city, its crowds; crowds processed on film then transferred to video. I used a
technique particular to video to manipulate a vertical section of the image sideways,
changing both its shape and color density. Each operation was repeated a number of
times, in a series of consecutive incrustations. The final image was achieved in a few
hours, entirely by hand (or, more precisely, by hands), like an impromptu musical
improvisation. The rhythm, the flux of the city confronted with video's scanning
composition and compression." C.L.

Video, color, sound, 9’30‘’
Production: Centre Pompidou
Collection : Musée national d’art moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou (Paris).

Main Retrospecives of films and videos:
Paris (1983), Budapest (1987), Zagreb (1987), Melbourne (1990),
Genève (1995), Paris (1995), Berlin (1997), Paris (1999), Chicago (2000),
New York (2001), Rome (2002), Paris (2006), Pantin (2006), Leeds (2007),
Toronto (2009), Dijon (2010), Moscou (2012), Bruxelles (2012), Paris (2018), Séoul
(2019), Busan (2019)

http://www.christian-lebrat.net/
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Lebrat

V1 (VORTEX) (2007), Christian Lebrat
France, 00:11:00, Out of Competition

Video, b&w and color, sound, 11’
Camera and sound: Christian Lebrat
Editing: Christian Lebrat and Hervé Houillé

"V1

(Vortex) was shot unexpectedly during a violent storm in Venice on the canals;
the city was like a real sound and visual box. The work captures a few strong
moments, gathered in the real time of camera editing. Direct sound corresponds to

the ‘abstract’ images of the gusts produced by the storm. The crackling sound
(reffering to digital crackling) is provoked by the pouring rain falling on the umbrella
that the artist was holdiing with one hand while he was filming with the other. The
direct sound, decontextualized from the filmed images, constructs a kind of mental
space. The treatment of the strongly contrasted images, a sort of magma in fusion,
sometimes suggests an ionized fluid, a direct reminder of the plasma screen." C.L.
Collection : FNAC (Fonds National d’Art Contemporain) (Paris).

Main Retrospecives of films and videos:
Paris (1983), Budapest (1987), Zagreb (1987), Melbourne (1990),
Genève (1995), Paris (1995), Berlin (1997), Paris (1999), Chicago (2000),
New York (2001), Rome (2002), Paris (2006), Pantin (2006), Leeds (2007),
Toronto (2009), Dijon (2010), Moscou (2012), Bruxelles (2012), Paris (2018),
Séoul (2019), Busan (2019)

http://www.christian-lebrat.net/
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Lebrat

V2 (PUCCINI) (2008), Christian Lebrat
France, 00:04:00 Out of Competition

"A cellist freely interprets a few famous themes from Puccini's La Bohème. A camera
films the musical "performance" from very close up. Shot in a single take, the point is
not to tell a story, but to attempt to render the pure moment in which music emerges
and an image is formed." C.L.

Première au Lucca Film Festival, 2008.

V4 (IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU) (2009-2010), Christian Lebrat/Giovanna
Puggioni
France, 00:11:30 Out of Competition

"In that video, shot spontaneously at the port of Genoa, the jazz music resonates with
the city lights.The video loop, played repeatedly but edited to produce variations,
creates in the viewer a sort of spatio-temporal hypnosis, reinforced by the light
patterns, which modify the status and "depth" of the live soundtrack." C.L.
Première au Studio des Ursulines, Paris, 19 janvier 2016.

V5 (ZIP-ZAP) (2009-2018), Christian Lebrat
France, 00:05:58 Out of Competition

"V5 (Zip-Zap) progresses via a tight, interweaving montage of rapid sequences,
which were filmed directly from a CRT TV screen." C.L.

WHERE WE STAND, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:05:13 Out of Competition

Where We Stand is a haunting portrait of theaters shot on handmade 16mm
iodo-bromide emulsion. With a strong commitment to retaining the language
of film, Where We Stand takes a good hard look at the fragile future of films
made on film in this digital age.

Shot on handmade 16-mm iodo-bromide emulsion, the film’s ghostly blackand-white images crackle with texture and life. A series of disembodied
voices reflect on the history and future of the medium, accompanied by
haunting images of abandoned movie theatres. In inquiring about the death
of film, the imagery also acts as a meditation on the passage of time. The
medium itself is brought to the foreground of the viewer’s consciousness, its
unique quality acting both as a topic of discussion and an object of
demonstration. McIntyre challenges our conception of film in a digital age.
She says, “Film, now that everyone thinks it is dead or dying, is free to be all the

things it could never be, restrained as it was by rigid commercial expectations and
aesthetic conventions. This digital age is a rebirth for a medium that no longer needs
to be held to strict expectations about near perfect representation and regularity. I
think it would be sad and ridiculous for industry to reject film as a medium, but at
the same time, it opens up a whole new way of thinking for the medium that leaves so
much room for exploration.”
22nd Raindance Film Festival, London, UK - September 2014
43rd Festival du Nouveau Cinéma, Montréal, QC - October 2014
34th Black Maria Film Festival, touring festival, (WINNER: Director’s
Choice Award) United States of America - 2015
National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC - July 2015
ImagineNATIVE Film + Media Arts Festival, Toronto, ON - October 2015
Antimatter Film Festival, Victoria, BC - October 2015
Independent Visions, Sask Film Pool/Dunlop Art Gallery/Regina Public
Library, Regina, SK - October 2015
Movie Palace Ghosts: Gaza 36mm/Where We Are, curated by Laura
Marks, Cineworks, (by invitation) Vancouver - Feb 2016
Anthology Film Archives, Black Maria 35th Anniversary Retrospective (by
invitation), New York, NY - March 2016
Contre-Courant, Main Film, (by invitation), Montreal, QC - December 2016
https://iffr.com/en/persons/lindsay-mcintyre

ALL-AROUND JUNIOR MALE, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:07:30 Out of Competition

A single-subject portrait of a young Nunamiut athlete through the practice of
his sport, which focuses on the materiality of film and its surface textures.
Rotterdam International Film Festival, Distributors Programme (by
invitation), Rotterdam, Netherlands - February 2017
Bienal de Imagen de la Movimiento, (by invitation) Buenos Aires,
Argentina - November 2016
Records & Reconstructions: Lindsay McIntyre’s Portraits in Process,
Pleasure Dome/ imagineNATIVE, Toronto ON - Oct 2016
Ethnopoetic Filmmaking, (by invitation), University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, USA - April 2016
Antimatter Film Festival, Victoria BC - Oct 2012

HER SILENT LIFE, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:31:00 Out of Competition

Three generations of women are revealed in this intuitive journey into one
family's past. Crafting together analogue film techniques with personal
interview, director Lindsay McIntyre creates an impressionistic exploration of
her mixed Inuit heritage and the controversies surrounding her ancestry.
imagineNATIVE Film + Media Arts Festival 2012, Toronto - WINNER: Best
Experimental Film
Experimental / Hybrid Short Film Series, Asni Gallery, (by invitation),
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia – 2013
Rubaboo Arts Festival, (by invitation), Edmonton AB - June 2013
Antimatter Film Festival, Victoria BC - Oct 2012
Biography: Films by Women Prairie Filmmakers, WNDX Film Festival, (by
invitation), Winnipeg, MB - Sept 2012
Long Shadows, special presentation by the U of A, Metro Cinema and The
Art Gallery of Alberta, Edmonton, AB - Sept 2011 (work in progress)

OTHER WORKS BY LINDSAY MCINTYRE, included in the retrospective
taking place at Gallery Incantations:
“I spent a lot of time researching how the act of shooting film, like shooting 16mm film in a camera,
could become closer to the act of drawing.”
Lindsay McIntyre

STALL, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:05:12 Out of Competition
BERNARD GASPÉ, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:01:39 Out of Competition
An in-camera visual journey across the tracks in Montréal's Mile End. Shot
one summer day of 2011.
BARGE DIRGE, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:07:00 Out of Competition
A portrait study of an object explored through the structure of film editing
and the structure of the object itself.
TRASH HEAVEN, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:13:00 Out of Competition
Maisie (14) and Kohe (6) talk about the work of their dad, Chad Baba, an
artist, junk repurposer, local Edmonton treasure and awesome dad.
HOW TO MAKE A PHANSTASTIK FILM, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:01:00 Out of Competition
A satirical film featuring a housewife and her attempts at counterculture.

DARG: CONSTRUCTION, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:03:30 Out of Competition
Darg is an old English word that has mostly fallen out of use. It denotes “a
specific quantity of work; usually, the product of a day’s work”. The word
itself reflects the brevity and intensity of the film’s production process, in
which the film was produced entirely within one day - the film a darg unto
itself. This aspect of the project calls into question and challenges the general
practice of film production, which can sometimes take months or even years
to complete. In this instance, the film was conceptualized, planned, shot on
16mm, hand-processed,printed and edited as well as sound designed all
within one day.
A B MOVIE, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:04:00 Out of Competition
An in-camera film about a dog named b.
WHERE SHE STOOD IN THE FIRST PLACE, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:10:00 Out of Competition
Situated at the geographic centre of Canada, Qamani'tuaq (Baker Lake),
Nunavut is the only inland settlement in the Canadian Arctic. Fixing its gaze
on this stark landscape, McIntyre's haunting and sparse film uses hand
wrought black and white 16mm film in a meditation on place and personal
histories.
THOUGH SHE NEVER SPOKE, THIS IS WHERE HER VOICE WOULD
HAVE BEEN, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:05:21 Out of Competition
A structural autotopographical study of my great-grandmother through what
was left behind and what is missing.
WHAT SHE WOULD NOT LEAVE BEHIND, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:03:00 Out of Competition

Among the very few essential objects brought south from her home,
Kumaa'naaq's ulus manifest a dream in her great-granddaughter.
ADA, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:13:00 Out of Competition
A video portrait of an Inuk elder which addresses the passage of time.
WHERE NO ONE KNEW HER NAME, Lindsay McIntyre
Canada, 00:03:10 Out of Competition
Remnants of a life left behind.

I WILL GO BACKWARDS OF OUR PATH, Mattia Biondi
Italy, 00:02:50 Out of Competition

"Andrò a ritroso della nostra corsa" is a backwards journey through the
seasons and the units of the language. To change the prose of the world, its
intact clock.
There is always a place more thoroughly, lost images in minimum intervals.

Short Film Day, Malmö, Sweden
Festival Fotogenia, Mexico City
Laceno d'oro, Avellino 2019
Istanbul International Experimental Film Festival 2019
Proceso de Error - Festival Internacional de Video Experimental, Valparaiso
Balkan Can Kino, Rethymno, Greece

Mattia Biondi is an italian independent filmmaker who works at the end of
the images. His research is based on the use of minimal and essential
technical instruments and it is oriented at the development of creative
processes concerning the fusion of archival material and autobiographical
elements. His work is a poetic and contemplative investigation into the
nature of the image.
He is one of the curators of the Laterale Film Festival, the founder of the film
distribution company Piccolo Cinema Ovale and the director of artistic
laboratory Segmenta Infiniti.

Web-site: https://iltempoimpresso.com/2019/08/27/andro-a-ritroso-della-nostra-corsa/

BURN THE SEA, Nathalie Nambot/Maki Berchache
France/ Tunisia, 01:15:00 Out of Competition

Leaving Tunisia soon after the fall of the Ben Ali regime in 2011, Maki
Berchache arrived in Paris and stumbled upon L'abominable, a cooperative
artist-run analog film lab devoted to alternative cinema, and met with
filmmaker and activist Nathalie Nambot. Brûle la mer, shot in 16mm and
8mm, uses Berchache's own experience as a starting point for a collective
narrative about the harragas— North African migrants attempting to find
refuge in Europe in the wake of the Arab Spring — and for a poetic reflection
on freedom and emancipation: what does it mean to “burn the seam” -- and
borders, and laws, and papers? Following the harragas on their journey across
the Mediterranean, through Italy and into France, Nambot and Berchache
interrogate the quest for a new, "better" life in the North; Nambot speaks of
the film as an act of hospitality:“The film is a poetic quest which combines
materiality (in the strictest sense of that which constitutes material life) and
abstraction: the experience of rupture, of reversal. The images should render
perceptible the connection between a country left behind and the country of dreams,
and then, the reversal which slowly takes hold, in which the country of dreams
becomes the country left behind.”
FID Marseille, 2014 (Special Mention of the Jury)
Prix des Rencontres Cinématographiques de Cerbère-Port Bou /Mention
spéciale du Prix Institut Français de la critique en ligne
DOC Lisboa
L'Alternativa Film Festival, Barcelona (Special Mention of the Jury)
Regards sur le Cinéma du monde, Paris 2016 (Best Documentary Film)
MoMa International Film Festival of Non Fiction Film, New York
Centre Pompidou, Paris
EHESS Paris
SOAS (University of London)
Cinemateca Portuguesa
Festival Cinemigrante, Buenos Aires
Cinematheque de Toronto
https://fidmarseille.org/film/2014-brule-la-mer/

web-site: http://lesfilmsdubilboquet.fr/en/brule-la-mer/?lang=fr
trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=V3dGOXX_QLI&feature=youtu.be&list=PLfYVzk0sNiGHqXHhBr2gTS
Oy0VMXZ2So3

GOLD OF TIME, Barbara Schröder
France/Germany, 00:13:30 Out of Competition

Entirely shot at Carré d'Art (by architect Norman Foster) and roman temple
"Maison carrée" at Nîmes, south of France.

Athens Digital Arts Festival, Greece (2015)
CINETEKTON, Puebla, Mexico ( 2015, awarded best film in the
experimental section)
Festival international du court-métrage, Buenos Aires, Argentina (2015)
Festival ARQUTETURA, Lisbon, Portugal (2015)
Istanbul International Architecture and Urban Films Festival, Turkey (2015)
ARQFILMFEST, Santiago, Chile (november 2015)
Festival TRAVERSE VIDEO,Toulouse, France (mars 2016)
Biennale internationale de l’image, Nancy, France (mai 2016) *
FICARQ, Santander, Spain (2016)
AAFF Architect Africa Film Festival, Johannesburg, South Africa (2016)
Festival Cinemistica, Granada, Spain (2016)
There are a thousand ways to experience space — and to let it enter you."Or
du temps" invites you to explore a unique place whose horizontal dimensions
promise, literally and figuratively, a transposition to the vertical.
Transparencies, slippages, and reflections cause us to question our perception
of depth and thickness — and sharpen our senses. Certainties and
knowledges vanish one after the other and are replaced by a sense of beingin-the-world as nothing more than mere breathing.
Space no longer constrains us, time becomes non-linear, and eternity pays
tribute to a moment of grace.

Barbara Schröder lives and works in France since 1987. She has completed her
Master degrees in audiovisual arts and 3D computer design at Montpellier
and Strasbourg Universities, and has earlier studied art history. She looks
back to a career as project manager for the european cultural TV channel
ARTE and has worked for the exhibition departments of several museums.
Her audiovisual work focuses on psycho-geography/genius loci and
medieval music.

HOME, Pieter Geenen
Canada/Belgio 00:11:20 Out of Competition

On the walls of the local Belgian Club in Delhi, Ontario (Canada) hangs a
banal painting portraying Saint Catherine's Square, a square in the heart of
the Belgian capital Brussels. For the many Belgian immigrants in this
particular Canadian region the painting evokes the memory connected to it,
which helps to define and enhance the community's identity.
'home' metaphorically illustrates the concept of communities, the
construction of national identity and the potential loss of it after migration.
Both realities, Brussels and Canada, are connected by the sound, which
mutates from the busy square in Brussels to the deserted spaces of the club of
the Belgian diaspora.
This work travels from the detailed and vivid memory of a place and time
once called home, to the vague and blurred remains of this memory, which
got exchanged for a new reality, a new home.
Shortly before the Delhi Belgian Club closes down for good we're allowed to
cast one last glance at what once has been and is about to disappear forever.
International Film Festival Rotterdam 2017
Centrale for Contemporary Art, Brussels 2016
Alchemy Film and Moving Image Festival, UK
https://iffr.com/en/persons/pieter-geenen

OF THING TO COME, Mairead McClean
Northern Ireland, 00:04:47 Out of Competition

Themes that have emerged in my work come from questions being asked
about how paths are travelled, why boundaries and borders are created (both
real and imagined), and how lives are lived differently in the public and
private domain. Films, photographs, installations and books, are some of the
artefacts produced from these enquiries. Also rooted here are ideas that come
from my interest in personal histories and the re-telling of stories based on
memory of lived experiences. Interpretations of past ‘realities’ are often the
starting point to rediscover or uncover for the first time, narratives lost in
time. I transform these stories into artefacts to allow for reflection or
meditation on the here and now as well as the past.
Photography as object of tender regard, bounding element and narrative of
memory is in in evidence in Of Things to Come and in Mary: Encode series 1
"A photograph is only a fragment, and with the passage of time, it’s moorings come
unstuck. It drifts away into a soft abstract pastness open to any kind of reading"
(Sontag,2002, ) Sontag refers to photography as a miniature of reality.
Families construct portraits and freeze the treasured memories through
photography. Through this medium another reality of presence and absence
is offered up and a "surrogate possession of a cherished person or thing" .
"Of things to Come"(2006) and Mary: Encode Series 1 (2015) offers short films
constructed of still images and sound to frame the past in our present.
How do we connect the past time photographs belong too with the time they
are being experienced in? How is authenticity determined and what is it a
marker of?
http://www.maireadmcclean.com/

RESURREZIONE, Tonino De Bernardi
Italy, 01:57:00 Out of Competition

The reading of Resurrection (the first part) by Tolstoj is developed along the
film in 9 chapters. Actors-actreses and places of the reading changes and also
time. We start in Naples, september 2012. After we pass to Berlin, december
2012... And so on... till the present. Around, we see the life of present in its

relation with the reading or also not. For ex, the first part is concerning
prison, in Turin and in Milan. The places are also in Liguria or Marseille.
Torino Film Festival 2019
T.DeBernardi, born in Chivasso (To), has never made cinema for earning
money. He lives with his pension of teacher. He starded with underground
cinema in '67. Now he is waiting for shooting his second fiklm with Isabelle
Huppert. Usually he films by himself with his production LONTANE
PROVINCE FILM.

A DAY OF OYSTERS, Edin Suljic
UK, 00.12.44 Out of Competition

A road movie with a difference. Partly set in an old-fashioned oyster shack,
that once was typical of the southeast of England.
It follows a group of friends on a day trip as they muse on life, the merits of
church service in Latin, and just how to open an oyster properly.
Are moments of happiness ever long enough? What is left when the magic
stops?
Like a glance in the rear-view mirror, the film is a gentle and wistful
remembrance of happy days.

UBUYU (FIRST BATH), Michael Lyons
Japan, 00:06:20 Out of Competition

Short film of an infant's first bath based on footage found in an antique shop
in Japan. The material dates from the early-to-mid Showa era, a period
marked by the disastrous consequences of war. Completed during the 70th
anniversary of the atomic bombing of Japan, the film invites poetic reflection
on the fragility of peace. Music by Tomoko Sauvage, who creates harmonies
using bowls of water and hydro-microphones.

Living Arts vol. 27, UrbanGuild, Kyoto (World Premiere)
Short Movie Club, Minsk (European Premiere)
CÓDEC Festival de Video y Creaciones Sonoras, Mexico City
16th Festival Images Contre Nature, Marseille
Norwich Radical Film Festival
Jornadas de Reapropiación, Mexico City
Antimatter [Media Art], Canada
Salón Internacional de la Luz, Bogotà
Golden Reel International Underground Film Festival, Ulaan Bataar

Michael Lyons is a researcher and artist based in Kyoto, Japan. He is
currently Professor of Image Arts and Sciences at Ritsumeikan University.

L'INCONNU DE COLLEGNO, Maïder Fortuné
France, 00:50:00, Out of Competition

Sitting at a table in an empty room, a man listens to an interrogation tape. It
relates to how the man was found in Turin, doesn’t know his name and was
locked away in a psychiatric institution. Characters from his possible past are
used to find out who he is. He is taciturn, mumbles an answer now and then,
and gives the impression that he actually knows some of the details, but
quickly forgets others. We are shown photos of places where he may have
been and follow him being given a number of simple language and maths
tests which the detective employs to solve this mystery.
Artorama, Marseille, 2019,
IFFR 2019, Bright Future, Rotterdam International Film Festival
Maïder Fortuné, studied literature and theatre (École Jacques Lecoq in Paris)
before entering Le Fresnoy National Studio for Contemporary Arts, where
she developed a performance-related practice of the technological image.
With its great formal rigor, Fortuné’s work commands all the viewer’s
attention for a genuine experience of the image and its processes. Recently,

her practice turned to more narratives preoccupations. Lecture performances
and films deeply rooted in writing, are the mediums she process to open up
new narrative strategies.
Her work has been exhibited internationaly (Europe, Brazil, Canada, China,
Japan). In 2010 she won the Villa Medicis fellowship in Roma, Italy.
Recent shows and performances have been held at Gallery 44, Toronto,
Centre Pompidou Paris, and the Toronto International Film Festival. In 2019,
her mid-length film L’inconnu de Collegno was part of IFFR Bright Future
selection. In 2020, Communicating Vessels runs for the Accomodo Tiger
award at IFFR Rotterdam.

https://iffr.com/en/persons/ma%C3%AFder-fortun%C3%A9

